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Welcome to the Winter 2019/2020 edition of the Archaeopress catalogue. Archaeopress is an Oxford-based publisher run
by archaeologists Dr David Davison and Dr Rajka Makjanic. Across our list of imprints and journals you’ll find a range of
new titles in print and e-formats covering all archaeological topics, all geographic locations and all time periods, along
with brief backlist summaries for some of our ongoing series.
Whatever your specialism we sincerely hope you’ll find something here to interest you.
SPECIAL CATALOGUE OFFER: SAVE 20% ON ALL BOOKS AND eBOOKS

Order direct with Archaeopress online or via phone/fax/post and save 20% on listed prices until 31st March 2020.
Visit www.archaeopress.com and use voucher code WINTER2019
See our order form on p. 22, and further details including offers for libraries and institutional customers on p. 23.
KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH ALL OUR LATEST PUBLICATIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Sign-up to receive our free monthly e-newsletter, the Archaeopress Alert, and get a free PDF eBook copy of
Don Brothwell’s autobiography A Faith in Archaeological Science: Reflections on a Life:

tinyurl.com/archaeopress-alerts

A NOTE ON eBOOK AND JOURNAL PRICING

eBook and journal prices are listed throughout this catalogue for both
personal and institutional use, formatted as follows:
Personal use price / institutional use price

e.g. PDF | ISBN 9781789692358 | 2019 | £16.00 / £28.00

JOURNALS / SUBSCRIPTIONS

Journal of Greek Archaeology
ed. John Bintliff et al.

1 volume published annually in autumn

PB | ISSN 2059-4674 | £60.00 / £80.00

PDF / ONLINE | eISSN 2059-4682 | £25.00 / £96.00

FREE eBOOK WITH PRINT EDITION (PRIVATE
CUSTOMERS, PERSONAL USE ONLY)

Get a free PDF copy of any print book purchased via our website (eBook must
be available separately for offer to apply).
Library customers: visit www.archaeopress.com for print/digital bundles.

ARAMAZD Armenian Journal of Near Eastern
Studies
ed. Aram Kosyan et al.
1 volume in 1-2 issues published annually

PB | ISSN 1829-1376 | £35.00 / £70.00

SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/JGA2019

PDF / ONLINE | £30.00 / £84.00

Journal of Hellenistic Pottery and
Material Culture ed. Patricia Kögler et al.

SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/ARAMAZD2019

1 volume published annually in winter

PB | ISSN 2399-1844 | £30.00 / £50.00

PDF / ONLINE | eISSN 2399-1852 | FREE DOWNLOAD
SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/JHELLP

KOINON: The International Journal of
Classical Numismatic Studies
ed. Nicholas J. Molinari et al.
1 volume published annually in autumn

PB | ISSN 2631-5882 | £35.00 / £50.00

PDF / ONLINE | ISSN 2631-5882 | £25.00 / £70.00
SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/KOINON2019

Ash-sharq: Bulletin of the Ancient Near
East Archaeological, Historical and Societal
Studies
ed. Laura Battini
1 volume in 1-2 issues published annually

Proceedings of the Seminar for
Arabian Studies

1 issue published annually in June/July (plus occasional
supplement volumes)

PB | ISSN 0308-8421 | £69.00 / £69.00

PDF / ONLINE | £16.00 / £83.00

SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/PSAS2019

EX NOVO: Journal of Archaeology
ed. Maja Gori et al.

PB | ISSN 2531-8810 | £35.00 / £50.00

PDF / ONLINE | FREE DOWNLOAD

SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/EX-NOVO2019

Journal Bundle 12-month institutional bundle subscription
for all Archaeopress journals
PRINT ONLY: £343 | PRINT AND ONLINE: £405

ONLINE ONLY | £295

SUBSCRIBE: TINYURL.COM/ASH-SHARQ2019

Archaeopress Digital Subscription Service
12-month institutional subscription for online access to our
complete eBook archive

Please note: Institutional price (to the right of the dividing slash) relates to
institutions falling into our ‘Tier 3’ banding. For tier definitions and full list of
prices please see our website www.archaeopress.com

Request a 30-day free, no-obligation trial. contact patrick harris:
patrick@archaeopress.com

PB | ISSN 2513-8529 | £30.00 / £60.00

PDF / ONLINE | eISSN 2514-1732 | £10.00 / £72.00

500+ eBooks + approx. 120 new titles added per annum

ONLINE | £1710

Cover image: ‘Mediterranean ovoid amphorae: a puzzling matter’ by Rui Roberto de Almeida, taken from the book The Ovoid Amphorae in the Central
and Western Mediterranean (Roman and Late Antique Mediterranean Pottery 13) ed. Enrique García Vargas et al. (see page 17). Used by kind permission.

REFERENCE WORKS / MANUALS
Geology for Archaeologists: A short
introduction by J.R.L. Allen

175x245mm; 148pp; b/w illus thr/o, 7 plates in colour
This short introduction aims to provide archaeologists
of all backgrounds with a grounding in the principles,
materials, and methods of geology. Each chapter ends
with a short reading list, and many have selected casehistories in illustration of the points made.

PB | ISBN 9781784916879 | 2017 | £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784916886 | 2017 | £16.00 / £25.00

Fractures in Knapping by Are Tsirk
175x245mm; 273pp; b/w illus thr/o

PB | ISBN 9781784910228 | 2014 | £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784910235 | 2014 | £16.00 / £25.00

Ceramic Petrography The Interpretation of Archaeological
Pottery & Related Artefacts in Thin Section
by Patrick Sean Quinn
175x245mm; 260pp; colour illus throughout

PB | ISBN 9781905739592 | 2013 | £35.00
Dictionaries of Archaeological Terms:
English<>French

PB ISBN 9781905739271 | PDF ISBN 9781789691634

English<>Greek

PB ISBN 9781905739387 | PDF ISBN 9781789691665

English<>Spanish

PB ISBN 9781905739479 | PDF ISBN 9781789691658

English<>Italian

PB ISBN 9781905739493 | PDF ISBN 9781789691627

English<>German

PB ISBN 9781905739561 | PDF ISBN 9781789691641

PB | 2012 | each: £9.99 | set of 5: £35.00

PDF | 2012 | each: £5.99/£9.99 | set of 5: £25.00 / £35.00

ENVIRONMENTAL / REMOTE SENSING /
UNDERWATER
Geophysical Phenomena and the
Alexandrian Littoral
by Niki Evelpidou et al.

175x245mm; 146pp; 51 figures, 2 tables (51 col. pages)
This book presents the geomorphology and recent
geoarchaeological history of Alexandria which has been
repeatedly struck by natural disasters. The Coastal area
offers archaeological evidence (burial sites, quarry
activities and ancient building remnants), as well as geomorphological
features, all revealing a complex evolution of the coastal zone.

HB | ISBN 9781789692341 | 2019 | £28.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692358 | 2019 | £16.00 / £28.00

New Global Perspectives on Archaeological
Prospection 13th International Conference on
Archaeological Prospection, 28 August – 1 September 2019,
Sligo – Ireland ed. James Bonsall

290x205mm; 366pp; highly illus. in full col. thr/o.
This volume presents over 90 papers from the 13th
International Conference on Archaeological Prospection
2019, Sligo. Papers address archaeological prospection
techniques, methodologies and case studies from 33
countries across Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe and
North America, reflecting current and global trends in
archaeological prospection.

PB | ISBN 9781789693065 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693072 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Tentsmuir: Ten Thousand Years of
Environmental History
by Robert M. M. Crawford
254x203mm; 198pp; highly illus. in full col. thr/o.

Tentsmuir, north east Fife, has seen human
activity for over 10,000 years. The area provides
a natural refuge for a wide range of plants, resident and migrating birds,
and an array of animal and insect life. This book investigates how plant and
animal communities are constantly reacting to the environmental changes
common to the region.

PB | ISBN 9781789691245 | 2019 | £24.99

PDF | ISBN 9781789691252 | 2019 | £16.00 / £24.99

Bridging the Gap in Maritime
Archaeology Working with Professional and
Public Communities ed. Katy Bell
203x276mm; 160pp; 62 figures (15 col. plates)

Proceedings of a conference session held at CIfA 2014.
The session focused on ways in which it is possible to
engage with a wider audience in the course of maritime
archaeological work. Papers offer a series of case studies exhibiting best
practice with regard to individual maritime projects and examples of
outreach to local communities.

PB | ISBN 9781789690859 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690866 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

EXPERIMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Experimental Archaeology: Making,
Understanding, Story-telling
ed. Christina Souyoudzoglou-Haywood
and Aidan O’Sullivan

205x290mm; 116pp; 96 figures, 1 table (59 col. pages)
In this book, based on the proceedings of a twoday workshop on experimental archaeology at the
Irish Institute of Hellenic Studies at Athens in 2017, scholars, artists
and craftspeople explore how people in the past made things, used and
discarded them, from prehistory to the Middle Ages.

PB | ISBN 9781789693195 | 2019 | £28.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693201 | 2019 | £16.00 / £28.00

Architectures of Fire: Processes, Space
and Agency in Pyrotechnologies
ed. Dragos Gheorghiu
203x276mm; 108pp.

Papers presented here originate from a session held
during the 2015 Annual Meeting of the European
Association of Archaeologists (Glasgow). The contributors
attempt to present the entanglement between the physical phenomenon of
fire, the pyro-technological instrument that it is, its material supports, and
the human being.

PB | ISBN 9781789693676 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693683 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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IDENTITY / HERITAGE / CONSERVATION /
ENGAGEMENT
On the Borders of World-Systems: Contact Zones in
Ancient and Modern Times ed. Yervand Margaryan et al.
176x250mm; 180pp; 32 figures. Not yet published.

This work examines the historical, archaeological, and political
interpretations of world-systems theory and geocivilizational analysis.
The macrosociological issues of ancient and modern history are presented
through five case-studies, concentrating on the Taurus-Caucasus region,
which functioned as a contact zone throughout the different periods.

PB | ISBN 9781789693416 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693423 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Bridging Science and Heritage in
the Balkans Studies in Archaeometry
and Cultural Heritage Restoration and
Conservation
ed. Nona Palincas and Corneliu C. Ponta
205x290mm; 168pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

In a period when the study of archaeological remains is
enriched through new methods derived from the natural sciences and when
there is general agreement on the need for more investment in the study,
restoration and conservation of the tangible cultural heritage, this book
presents contributions to these fields from South-Eastern Europe.

PB | ISBN 9781789691962 | 2019 | £34.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691979 | 2019 | £16.00 / £34.00

Public Archaeology: Arts of
Engagement ed. Howard Williams et al.

203x276mm; 290pp; 82 figures, 5 tables (101 col. pages)
This collection, stemming from the 2nd University of
Chester Archaeology Student Conference ‘ArchaeoEngage: Engaging Communities in Archaeology’
(April 2017), provides original perspectives on public
archaeology’s current practices and future potentials
focusing on art/archaeological media, strategies and subjects.

PB | ISBN 9781789693737 | 2019 | £58.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693744 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Objects of the Past in the Past:
Investigating the Significance of Earlier
Artefacts in Later Contexts ed. Matthew
G. Knight et al.
203x276mm; 196pp; 77 figures, 11 tables (43 col. pages)

How did past communities view, understand and
communicate their pasts? And how can we, as
archaeologists, understand this? This volume brings together a range of case
studies in which objects of the past were encountered and reappropriated.

PB | ISBN 9781789692488 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692495 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

‘Our Lincolnshire’: Exploring public
engagement with heritage
by Carenza Lewis et al.

203x276mm; 280pp; 79 figures, 50 Tables (84 col. plates)
This book presents the aims, methods and outcomes of an
innovative wide-ranging exploration of public attitudes
to heritage, conducted in 2015-16 across Lincolnshire,
England’s second-largest county. As policy and practice evolve, this research
will remain valuable as a snapshot in time of public engagement with heritage.

PB | ISBN 9781789691306 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691313 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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Archaeological Heritage Conservation
and Management by Brian J. Egloff

203x276mm; 344pp; 8 tables, 34 figures (32 col. plates)
Archaeological heritage conservation is all too often
highly conflicted. Economic interests are often at
the forefront of management decision-making with
heritage values given lesser, if any, consideration, but
when heritage places are managed with international
principles in mind the sites stand out as evidencing superior outcomes.

PB | ISBN 9781789691054 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691061 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Human Mobility in Archaeology:
Practices, Representations and
Meanings ed. Maja Gori et al. Ex Novo 3

210x297mm; 150pp; col. thr/o.

Papers address mobility to understand patterns of
change and continuity in past worlds; reconsider the
movement of people, objects, and ideas alongside mobile
epistemologies; provide insights into the multifaceted relationship between
mobile practices and their shared meanings and how they are represented
socially and politically.

PB | ISBN 9781789691214 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

ART / WELL-BEING
Historic Landscapes and Mental Wellbeing ed. Timothy Darvill et al.

175x245mm; 308pp; 70 figures, 7 tables (75 col. pages)

Using archaeological sites and historic landscapes
to promote mental well-being represents one of the
most significant advances in archaeological resource
management for many years. Prompted by the Human
Henge project, this volume provides an overview of work
going on across Britain and the near Continent.

PB | ISBN 9781789692686 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692693 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Artistic Practices and Archaeological
Research ed. Dragos Gheorghiu
and Theodor Barth
205x290mm; 192pp; illus. thr/o (79 col. plates)

This volume – which has come about through a collaborative
venture between Dragos Gheorghiu (archaeologist
and professional visual artist) and Theodor Barth
(anthropologist) – aims at expanding the field of archaeological research with
an anthropological understanding of practices that include artistic methods.

PB | ISBN 9781789691405 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691412 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

BIOGRAPHY / HISTORIOGRAPHY
ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIVES SERIES
Aleksei P. Okladnikov: The Great
Explorer of the Past. Volume I
A biography of a Soviet archaeologist (1900s-1950s)
by Aleksander K. Konopatskii et al.

148x210mm; 438pp; 30 figures (b/w thr/o)|Figures.

A biography of Aleksei P. Okladnikov (1908–1981), a
prominent Russian archaeologist who spent more than
50 years studying prehistoric sites in various parts of the Soviet Union – in
Siberia, Central Asia and Mongolia.

PB | ISBN 9781789692044 | 2019 | £24.99

PDF | ISBN 9781789692051 | 2019 | £16.00 / £24.99

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

From Cambridge to Lake Chad Life in
archaeology 1956–1971 by Graham Connah

Winifred Lamb: Aegean Prehistorian
and Museum Curator by David W. J. Gill

175x245mm; 298pp; illus. thr/o in b/w with 9 col. plates.
‘[An] enormous amount of detail [is] presented... textually as well as in
figures and photographs. The documents from Connah’s excavations
and fieldwork are a valuable addition to already published material,
while the text passages are fun and exciting to read. ...[Connah’s]
autobiography provides a fascinating insight into a personal life and
career during the pioneering days of African archaeology.’ – AZANIA, 2019

PB | ISBN 9781784919580 | 2019 | £38.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784919597 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

148x210mm; 284pp

The first comprehensive biography of pioneering
archaeologist and museum curator Winnifred Lamb,
who was honorary keeper of Greek antiquities at the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge in the four decades
immediately following the First World War.

PB | ISBN 9781784918798 | 2018 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784918804 | 2018 | £16.00 / £30.00

My dear Miss Ransom: Letters between
Caroline Ransom Williams and James
Henry Breasted, 1898-1935
ed. Kathleen L. Sheppard

The Life and Works of W.G.
Collingwood: A wayward compass in
Lakeland by Malcolm Craig
148x210mm; 270pp; 38 figures, 13 plates in colour

145x210mm; 320pp; 5 b/w plates, 1 colour plate

PB | ISBN 9781784918712 | 2018 | £25.00

PB | ISBN 9781784917821 | 2018 | £24.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784918729 | 2018 | £16.00 / £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784917838 | 2018 | £16.00 / £24.00
PRINT ISBN

PRINT PRICE

EBOOK ISBN

EBOOK PRICE

The Archaeological Activities of James Douglas in Sussex between 1809 and
1819 by Malcolm Lyne (2017)

BACKLIST TITLES IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIVES SERIES

9781784916480

£15.00

9781784916497

£16.00 / £15.00

Bryan Faussett: Antiquary Extraordinary by David Wright (2015)

9781784910846

£28.00

9781784910853

£16.00 / £28.00

Charles-Étienne Brasseur de Bourbourg, premier grand mayaniste de France
by Jean-Marie Lebon (2015)

9781784910983

£30.00

9781784910990

£16.00 / £30.00

A Distant Prospect of Wessex: Archaeology and the Past in the Life and Works
of Thomas Hardy by Martin J. P. Davies (2011)

9781905739417

£15.99

9781784910792

£16.00 / £15.99

A Faith in Archaeological Science: Reflections on a Life by Don Brothwell (2016)

9781784913014

£30.00

9781784913021

£16.00 / £30.00

A Life in Norfolk’s Archaeology: 1950-2016 by Peter Wade-Martins (2017)

9781784916572

£24.99

9781784916589

£16.00 / £24.99

Percy Manning: The Man Who Collected Oxfordshire ed. Michael Heaney (2017)

9781784915285

£30.00

9781784915292

£16.00 / £30.00

Shifting Sand: Journal of a cub archaeologist, Palestine 1964 by Julian Berry (2017)

9781784916596

£18.00

9781784916602

£16.00 / £18.00

PREHISTORY: PALAEOLITHIC/MESOLITHIC
Les restes humains badegouliens de
la Grotte du Placard Cannibalisme et
guerre il y a 20,000 ans
by Bruno Boulestin et al.

205x290mm; 150pp; 47 figures, 14 tables. French text.
A detailed study of the Badegoulian human remains
from Placard, a major Upper Palaeolithic site in France.
Despite the antiquity of the discovery, the remains still constitute a unique
assemblage that contributes greatly to our knowledge of the behaviours of
hunter-gatherer populations in European prehistory.

PB | ISBN 9781789693690 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693706 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

El Mesolítico en Cantabria centrooriental by Mercedes Pérez Bartolomé
276x203mm; 402pp; Spanish text.

This book explores the Mesolithic period in the centraleastern area of Cantabria (Spain) as a manifestation of
sociocultural evolution and change of the societies that
lived in the area between the ninth and sixth millennia
cal BC, until the introduction of farming.

PB | ISBN 9781789692464 | 2019 | £95.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692471 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Aesthetics, Applications, Artistry and
Anarchy: Essays in Prehistoric and
Contemporary Art A Festschrift in honour
of John Kay Clegg ed. Jillian Huntley et al.

205x290mm; 182pp; 100 figures, 5 tables (42 col. plates)
This volume, in honour of John Kay Clegg, consists of
papers by rock art researchers from around the world
on topics such as aesthetics, the application of statistical analyses, frontier
conflict and layered symbolic meanings, the deliberate use of optical
illusion, and the contemporary significance of ancient and street art.

PB | ISBN 9781784919986 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784919993 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

El sol, símbolo de continuidad y
permanencia Un estudio multidisciplinar
sobre la figura soliforme en el arte esquemático
de la Provincia de Cádiz by Mercedes Versaci
203x276mm; 228pp; 156 figures, 38 tables. Spanish text.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the soliform
figures in schematic cave paintings in the area of Laguna
de la Janda and Campo de Gibraltar (Cadiz). Technological, typological,
stylistic, semiotic, astronomical, anthropological and landscape aspects of
the cave paintings are considered.

PB | ISBN 9781789691948 | 2019 | £58.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691955 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

www.archaeopress.com | info@archaeopress.com | t: +44 (0)1865 311914 | f: +44 (0)1865 512231
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EUROPEAN PREHISTORY: NEOLITHIC /
CHALCOLITHIC
Tracing Pottery-Making Recipes in the
Prehistoric Balkans 6th–4th Millennia
BC ed. Silvia Amicone et al.

205x290mm; 198pp; 109 figures; 19 tables

Balkan ceramic studies is an emerging field within
archaeology. This book brings together diverse studies
by leading researchers and upcoming scholars, capturing
the variety of current archaeological, ethnographic, experimental and
scientific studies on Balkan ceramic production, distribution and use.

PB | ISBN 9781789692082 | 2019 | £32.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692099 | 2019 | £16.00 / £32.00

La parure en callaïs du Néolithique
européen ed. Guirec Querré et al.

203x276mm; 642pp; Illus. in full col. thr/o; French text.
Callaïs refers to the green stones from which the
remarkable ornaments discovered in several Neolithic
sites in Western Europe are made. This volume brings
together the contributions of the best European
specialists in callaïs, variscite and turquoise, who spoke
at a symposium on this ancient gemstone held in April 2015 in Carnac.

HB | ISBN 9781789692808 | 2019 | £130.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692815 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Early Farming in Dalmatia Pokrovnik
and Danilo Bitinj: two Neolithic villages
in south-east Europe
by Andrew Moore and Marko Mendusic
175x245mm; 120pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This book investigates the expansion of farming from its
centre of origin in western Asia through the Mediterranean
into southern Europe. Focussing on Dalmatia, it addresses several key questions,
including when and how farming reached the area, what was the nature of this
new economy, and what was its impact on the local environment.

PB | ISBN 9781789691580 | 2019 | £26.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691597 | 2019 | £16.00 / £26.00

The Megaliths of Vera Island in the
Southern Urals by Stanislav Grigoriev
and Yulia Vasina

205x290mm; 296pp; 223 figures; 34 tables (110 col. pages)
The largest and brightest megalithic complex in Russia’s
Ural Mountains is located on Vera Island, represented
by three chambered megaliths and sanctuaries of the
Eneolithic period (mid-4th - 3rd millennium BC). The oldest samples of stone
sculpture in the Urals have been revealed within this complex.

PB | ISBN 9781789692426 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692433 | 2019 | £16.00 / £50.00

Atlas of Ceramic Fabrics 2 Italy:
Southern Tyrrhenian. Neolithic –
Bronze Age by Sara T. Levi et al.

175x245mm; 184pp; 40 figures, 17 tables and 16-page
col. plate section containing 163 illustrations.
This, the second in a series of atlases organized
according to geographical areas, chronology and types
of wares, presents and interprets the petrographic composition of pre and
protohistoric pottery (6th-1st millennium BCE) found in the southwestern
part of Italy.

PB | ISBN 9781789691177 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691184 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00
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Early Neolithic, Iron Age and Roman
settlement at Monksmoor Farm,
Daventry, Northamptonshire
by Tracy Preece

205x290mm; 94pp; 53 figures, 27 tables (36 col. plates)
MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) has undertaken
archaeological work at Monksmoor Farm on the northeastern edge of Daventry in six different areas. Finds presented here include
two early Neolithic pits, a middle and two late Iron Age settlements.

PB | ISBN 9781789692105 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692112 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Practices of Personal Adornment in
Neolithic Greece by Fotis Ifantidis

203x276mm; 632pp; 121 figures + fully illus. catalogue
(31 col. plates); Greek text, extended English summary.
The objective of this book is the reconsideration of the
practices of personal adornment during the Neolithic
period in Greece, through the assemblage, extensive
bibliographic documentation, and critical evaluation
of all the available data deriving from more than a hundred sites in the
mainland and the Aegean islands.

PB | ISBN 9781789691139 | 2019 | £80.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691146 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

EUROPEAN PREHISTORY: BRONZE AGE / IRON
AGE
Farmsteads and Funerary Sites The M1
Junction 12 Improvements and the A5–M1 Link
Road, Central Bedfordshire, 2011 & 2015–16
by Jim Brown

205x290mm; 566pp. Not yet published.

Extensive excavations by MOLA (Museum of London
Archaeology) near Houghton Regis and Toddington,
Bedfordshire, provide a detailed multi-period dataset for regional and
national comparison. Evidence ranges from middle/late Bronze Age pits to
medieval settlements.

HB | ISBN 9781789692600 | 2019 | £120.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692617 | 2019 | £16.00 / £120.00

La naissance des cités-royaumes
cypriotes by Thierry Petit

175x245mm; 168pp; French text. Not yet published.
This book analyses the causes, characteristics and
chronology behind the emergence of Iron Age Cypriot
city-kingdoms. It posits a nuanced variant of the
Phoenician theory, placing Cyprus as a relay point
between the Levant and Aegean worlds.

PB | ISBN 9781789693478 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693485 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Hillforts: Britain, Ireland and the
Nearer Continent Papers from the Atlas
of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland Conference,
June 2017 ed. Gary Lock and Ian Ralston
205x290mm; 238pp; 145 figures, 7 tables.

The Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland project (20122016) compiled a massive database on hillforts by a team
drawn from the Universities of Oxford, Edinburgh and Cork. This volume
outlines the history of the project, offers preliminary assessments of the
online digital Atlas and presents initial research studies using Atlas data.

PB | ISBN 9781789692266 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692273 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

The Poole Iron Age Logboat
ed. Jessica Berry et al.

205x290mm; 138pp; 82 Figures, 10 tables (48 col. pages).
This book is the culmination of significant multidisciplinary work carried out by a variety of specialists,
from conservators to woodworking and boatbuilding
experts, exploring the history of the Poole Iron Age
logboat (today imposingly displayed in the entrance to
Poole Museum in Dorset) and also its functionality – or lack of – as a vessel.

PB | ISBN 9781789691443 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691450 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Country in the City: Agricultural
Functions of Protohistoric Urban
Settlements (Aegean and Western
Mediterranean)
ed. Dominique Garcia et al.

205x290mm; 198pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w (32 col. plates)
This volume assembles contributions on the place of
agricultural production in the context of the urbanization of Late Bronze
and Early Iron Age Mediterranean, concentrating on the second-millennium
Aegean and the protohistoric north-western Mediterranean.

PB | ISBN 9781789691320 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691337 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

Popular Religion and Ritual in
Prehistoric and Ancient Greece
and the Eastern Mediterranean
ed. Giorgos Vavouranakis et al.

205x290mm; 188pp; illus. thr/o (30 col. plates)
This volume features a group of select peer-reviewed
papers by an international group of authors, both
younger and senior academics and researchers, on the frequently neglected
popular cult and other ritual practices in prehistoric and ancient Greece and
the eastern Mediterranean.

PB | ISBN 9781789690453 | 2019 | £32.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690460 | 2019 | £16.00 / £32.00

Brass from the Past Brass made, used and
traded from prehistoric times to 1800
by Vanda Morton

175x245mm; 370pp; 91 figures, 53 tables (10 col. pages)
Brass from the Past follows the evolution of brass from its
earliest forms around 2500 BC through to industrialised
production in the eighteenth century, telling the story in
the context of the people, economies, cultures, trade and technologies that
have themselves defined the alloy and its spread around the world.

PB | ISBN 9781789691566 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691573 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

Excavation of Later Prehistoric and
Roman Sites along the Route of the
Newquay Strategic Road Corridor,
Cornwall by Andy M. Jones
205x290mm; 174pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This volume presents the results of archaeological
investigations on the Newquay Strategic Road and
goes on to discuss the complexity of the archaeology, review the evidence
for ‘special’ deposits and explore evidence for the deliberate closure of
buildings especially in later prehistoric and Roman period Cornwall.

PB | ISBN 9781789691528 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691535 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

ANCIENT EGYPT

ARCHAEOPRESS EGYPTOLOGY (AEGY)
‘Scènes de Gynécées’ Figured Ostraca from New
Kingdom Egypt Iconography and Intent
by Joanne Backhouse. AEGY #TBC

205x290mm; 200pp; 170 figures approx. Not yet published.

This work examines images of women and children drawn on ostraca from
Deir el-Medina, referred to in previous scholarship as ‘Scènes de Gynécées’.
This publication represents the first systematic study of this material, and it
brings together ostraca from museums worldwide to form a corpus united
contextually, thematically and stylistically.

PB | ISBN 9781789693454 | 2019 | £36.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693461 | 2019 | £16.00 / £36.00

The Hypocephalus: An Ancient Egyptian Funerary
Amulet by Tamás Mekis. AEGY 25
205x290mm; 300pp; 95 figures, 36 plates.

The hypocephalus is an element of Late Period and Ptolemaic funerary
equipment—an amuletic disc placed under the head of mummies. Its shape
emulates the sun’s disc, and its form is planar (although it is occasionally
concave). This volume analyses the written records and iconography of
these objects.

PB | ISBN 9781789693331 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693348 | 2019 | £16.00 / £55.00

Egypt in Croatia: Croatian Fascination
with Ancient Egypt from Antiquity to
Modern Times
ed. Mladen Tomorad. AEGY 24

205x290mm; 300pp; 369 illustrations in col. and b/w.

Elements from Ancient Egypt have been present in Croatia
ever since Antiquity. Egypt in Croatia considers artefacts
discovered in present-day Croatia, 16th-20th century travellers, Egyptian
collections and early collectors (1820s-1950s), the development of Egyptology
as a field of study as well as the various elements of ‘Egyptomania’.

PB | ISBN 9781789693393 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693409 | 2019 | £16.00 / £50.00

The Tekenu and Ancient Egyptian
Funerary Ritual
by Glennise West. AEGY 23

205x290mm; 312pp; 362 figures (col. and b/w), 1 table.

Attested from the Fifth Dynasty until, and including,
the Saite Period, the Tekenu is a puzzling icon depicted
within funerary scenes in the tombs of some ancient
Egyptian nobles. In this work four distinct types of Tekenu are identified
and classified and then a Corpus Catalogue is formed.

PB | ISBN 9781789691825 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691832 | 2019 | £16.00 / £55.00

The Ancient Egyptian Book of the
Moon: Coffin Texts Spells 154–160
by Gyula Priskin. AEGY 22

175x245mm; 262pp; 4 tables, 1 figure.

This book proposes that Coffin Texts spells 154–160,
recorded at the beginning of the 2nd millennium BCE,
form the oldest composition about the moon in ancient
Egypt and, indeed, the world. Based on a new translation, the detailed
analysis of these spells reveals that they provide a chronologically ordered
account of the phenomena of a lunar month.

PB | ISBN 9781789691986 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691993 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00
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21

Loaves, beds, plants and Osiris: Considerations about the emergence
of the Cult of Osiris by Leo Roeten. (2018)

9781784919665

£34.00

9781784919672

£16.00 / £34.00

20

Egyptian and Imported Pottery from the Red Sea port of Mersa
Gawsis, Egypt by Sally Wallace-Jones et al. (2018)

9781784919030

£32.00

9781784919047

£16.00 / £32.00

19

Proceedings of the XI International Congress of Egyptologists,
Florence, Italy 23-30 August 2015 ed. Gloria Rosati et al. (2017)

9781784916008

£90.00

9781784916015

£16.00 / £90.00

18

Egypt 2015: Perspectives of Research ed. Mladen Tomorad et al. (2017)

9781784915841

£65.00

9781784915858

£16.00 / £65.00

17

Liber Amicorum–Speculum Siderum: Nut Astrophoros
ed. Nadine Guilhou et al. (2017)

9781784915223

£56.00

9781784915230

£16.00 / £56.00

16

Studies on the Vignettes from Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead
by Mykola Tarasenko. (2016)

9781784914509

£30.00

9781784914516

£16.00 / £30.00

15

Chronological Developments in the Old Kingdom Tombs in the
Necropoleis of Giza, Saqqara and Abusir by Leo Roeten. (2016)

9781784914608

£30.00

9781784914615

£16.00 / £30.00

14

Old Kingdom Copper Tools and Model Tools by Martin Odler. (2016)

9781784914424

£45.00

9781784914431

£16.00 / £45.00

13

Tomb Security in Ancient Egypt from the Predynastic to the
Pyramid Age by Reg Clark. (2016)

9781784912994

£70.00

9781784913007

£16.00 / £70.00

12

The Production, Use and Importance of Flint Tools in the Archaic
Period and the Old Kingdom in Egypt by Michal Kobusiewicz. (2016)

9781784912499

£36.00

9781784912505

£16.00 / £36.00

11

Rise of the Hyksos by Anna-Latifa Mourad. (2015)

9781784911331

£48.00

9781784911348

£16.00 / £48.00

10

Royal Statues in Egypt 300 BC-AD 220 by Elizabeth Brophy. (2015)

9781784911515

£38.00

9781784911522

£16.00 / £38.00

9

Prepared for Eternity by Robert Loynes. (2015)

9781784911102

£43.00

9781784911119

£16.00 / £43.00

8

A History of Research Into Ancient Egyptian Culture in Southeast
Europe ed. Mladen Tomorad. (2014)

9781784910907

£42.00

9781784910914

£16.00 / £42.00

7

The Origins and Use of the Potter’s Wheel in Ancient Egypt
by Sarah Doherty. (2015)

9781784910600

£29.00

9781784910617

£16.00 / £29.00

6

Palaeopathology in Egypt and Nubia ed. Ryan Metcalfe et al. (2014)

9781784910266

£25.00

9781784910273

£16.00 / £25.00

5

The Role of the Lector in Ancient Egyptian Society
by Roger Forshaw. (2014)

9781784910327

£31.00

9781784910334

£16.00 / £31.00

4

Ägyptens wirtschaftliche Grundlagen in der mittleren Bronzezeit
by Rainer Nutz. (2014)

9781784910303

£32.00

9781784910310

£16.00 / £32.00

3

Body, Cosmos and Eternity ed. Rogério Sousa. (2014)

9781784910020

£35.00

9781784910037

£16.00 / £35.00

2

Dating the Tombs of the Egyptian Old Kingdom by Joyce Swinton. (2014)

9781905739820

£34.00

9781905739882

£16.00 / £34.00

1

Cultural Expression in the Old Kingdom Elite Tomb
by Sasha Verma. (2014)

9781905739783

£40.00

9781905739790

£16.00 / £40.00

Journeys Erased by Time The
Rediscovered Footprints of Travellers in Egypt
and the Near East ed. Neil Cooke. ASTENE
160x230mm; 370pp; illus. thr/o (89 col. pages).

Early travellers in Egypt and the Near East made great
contributions to our historical and geographical
knowledge and gave us a better understanding of the
different peoples, languages and religions of the region. Travellers in
this volume are a mixture of rich and poor, bravely adventuring into the
unknown, not knowing if they would ever return home.

PB | ISBN 9781789692402 | 2019 | £38.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692419 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

applying novel archaeological and anthropological
methods to ‘overlooked’ subjects in ancient Egypt and
Nubia. The diverse topics covered include women,
prisoners, entangled communities and funerary displays.

PB | ISBN 9781789693751 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693768 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Current Research in Egyptology 2018
Proceedings of the 19th Annual Symposium,
Czech Institute of Egyptology, Prague, 2018
ed. Marie Peterková Hlouchová et al.
203x276mm; 266pp; illus. thr/o (104 col. pages).

Invisible Archaeologies: Hidden Aspects of Daily Life
in Ancient Egypt and Nubia ed. Loretta Kilroe

Current Research in Egyptology 2018 is a collection of papers
and posters presented at the nineteenth symposium of
the prestigious international student conference, held at the Faculty of Arts,
Charles University in Prague on 25th–28th June 2018.

The eight papers presented here stem from a conference held in Oxford
in 2017 which brought together international early-career researchers

PDF | ISBN 9781789692150 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

203x276mm; 136pp; 28 figures (13 col. pages)
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PB | ISBN 9781789692143 | 2019 | £55.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

ANCIENT NEAR EAST

205x290mm; 300pp; 139 figures; 18 tables (39 col.
pages); Papers in French and English.

ARCHAEOPRESS ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN
ARCHAEOLOGY (AANEA)
What Difference Does Time Make?
Papers from the Ancient and Islamic Middle
East and China in Honor of the 100th
Anniversary of the Midwest Branch of
the American Oriental Society ed. JoAnn
Scurlock and Richard H. Beal. AANEA 6

25 papers written by colleagues, friends and former
students pay tribute to the career of Professor Olivier
Rouault who has conducted extensive research in the
fields of both Assyriology and Ancient Near Eastern
archaeology.

PB | ISBN 9781789692822 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692839 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

Stone Tools in the Ancient Near East
and Egypt Ground stone tools, rock-cut
installations and stone vessels from Prehistory
to Late Antiquity by Andrea Squitieri and
David Eitam. AANEA 4

176x250mm; 186pp; 10 figures.

Proceedings of a conference held at St. Mary’s University in Notre Dame,
Indiana (2017), this volume presents a wide-ranging exploration of Time
as experienced and contemplated. Included are offerings on ancient
Mesopotamian archaeology, literature and religion, Biblical texts and
archaeology, Chinese literature and philosophy, and Islamic law.

PB | ISBN 9781789693171 | 2019 | £38.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693188 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

Par la bêche et le stylet! Cultures et sociétés syromésopotamiennes Mélanges offerts à Olivier Rouault
ed. Philippe Abrahami and Laura Battini. AANEA 5

205x290mm; 378pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This book focusses on ground stone tools, stone vessels,
and devices carved into rock across the Near East and Egypt from prehistory
to the later periods. The aim is to explore all aspects of these tools and
stimulate a debate about new methodologies to approach this material.

PB | ISBN 9781789690606 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690613 | 2019 | £16.00 / £50.00
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3

Composite Artefacts in the Ancient Near East ed. Silvana Di Paolo.
(2018)

9781784918538

£24.00

9781784918545

£16.00 / £24.00

2

Stone Vessels in the Near East during the Iron Age and the Persian
Period by Andrea Squitieri. (2017)

9781784915520

£55.00

9781784915537

£16.00 / £55.00

1

Making Pictures of War by Laura Battini. (2016)

9781784914035

£24.00

9781784914042

£16.00 / £24.00

Digging Up Jericho Past, Present and
Future ed. Rachel Thyrza Sparks et al.
205x290mm; 320pp. Not yet published.

21 papers present a holistic perspective on the research
and public value of the site of Jericho – stretching from the
Epipalaeolithic to the present day. Covering all aspects of
archaeological work from past to present and beyond, they
re-evaluate and assess the legacy of this important site.

PB | ISBN 9781789693515 | 2019 | £54.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693522 | 2019 | £16.00 / £54.00

Khirbat Faris: Rural Settlement, Continuity and Change
in Southern Jordan. The Nabatean to Modern Periods
(1st century BC – 20th century AD) Volume 1: Stratigraphy,
Finds and Architecture by Alison McQuitty et al.
205x290mm; Not yet published.

This volume is the first of three which chart the temporal and spatial
occupational fluctuations at the site of Khirbat Faris in Southern Jordan
and the stories of the communities that lived there. The excavation report
follows the site and its environs throughout their many phases of use and
occupation, from the 13th century BC to the present day.

PB | ISBN 9781789693898 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693904 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Carving Interactions: Rock Art in the
Nomadic Landscape of the Black Desert,
North-Eastern Jordan by Nathalie
Østerled Brusgaard
205x290mm; 228pp; 216 figures, 32 tables (129 col.
pages)

The Safaitic rock art of the North Arabian basalt desert is one of the few
surviving traces of the elusive herding societies that lived there in antiquity.
This comprehensive study of over 4500 petroglyphs from the Jebel Qurma
region of the Black Desert in North-Eastern Jordan is the first-ever
systematic study of the Safaitic petroglyphs.

PB | ISBN 9781789693119 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693126 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Glass and Glass Production in the Near
East during the Iron Age Evidence from
objects, texts and chemical analysis
by Katharina Schmidt
205x290mm; 332pp; 85 figures, 28 tables, 68 plates

This book examines the history of glass in Iron Age
Mesopotamia and neighbouring regions (1000–539 BCE).
This is the first monograph to cover this region and period comprehensively
and in detail and thus fills a significant gap in glass research.

PB | ISBN 9781789691542 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691559 | 2019 | £16.00 / £50.00

Understanding Lithic Recycling at the
Late Lower Palaeolithic Qesem Cave,
Israel A functional and chemical investigation
of small flakes by Flavia Venditti
205x290mm; 204pp; 11 tables, 113 figures (86 col. plates)

Qesem Cave (Israel) acts here as a case study to explore two
important topics from the Middle Pleistocene: the practice
of recycling old discarded flakes for the production of new objects by means of
recycling, and the production of flakes and tools of small dimensions.

PB | ISBN 9781789691016 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691023 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00
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Archéologie de la Bible hébraïque
Culture scribale et Yahwismes
by Christophe Lemardelé

175x245mm; 128pp; Illustrations, col.; French text.
This volume presents an archaeological exploration of
the Hebrew Bible. It examines the notion of “The Bible”,
not as a controlled theological and historiographical
project but as the empirical arrangement of heterogeneous texts linked
together by an evolving religious ideology.

PB | ISBN 9781789692280 | 2019 | £29.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692297 | 2019 | £16.00 / £29.00

Egitto, Iraq ed Etruria nelle fotografie
di John Alfred Spranger Viaggi e
ricerche archeologiche (1929-1936)
by Stefano Anastasio and Barbara Arbeid

205x290mm; 180pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w; Italian text.
This volume presents the 1930s archaeological photoalbums of John Alfred Spranger (1889-1968). Spranger
combined photography skills with true expertise in archaeology and
topography. His photos make it possible to understand, after almost a
century, how many Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Etruscan sites appeared at
the time of their first excavations.

PB | ISBN 9781789691269 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691276 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

Over the Mountains and Far Away
Studies in Near Eastern history and
archaeology presented to Mirjo Salvini
on the occasion of his 80th birthday
ed. Pavel S. Avetisyan et al.
205x290mm; 594pp; illus. thr/o (135 col. plates)

ARABIA

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE OF OMAN (AHO)
The First Peoples of Oman: Palaeolithic
Archaeology of the Nejd Plateau
by Jeffrey I. Rose et al. AHO 5

210x296mm; 216pp; 142 figures; 27 tables (90 col. pages)
The archaeological evidence presented in this work
encompasses the cultural remains of over a million years
of successive human occupation of Nejd Plateau, Dhofar,
from the Lower Palaeolithic to the Late Palaeolithic. This volumes suggests
a fundamental reconsideration of the role of Southern Arabia in the origin
and dispersal of our species.

PB | ISBN 9781789692846 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692853 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

Messages from the Past: Rock Art of AlHajar Mountains by Angelo E. Fossati. AHO 4
210x297mm; 332pp.

Angelo E. Fossati takes the reader on an in-depth journey
into the various themes present in the rock art of Oman,
offering theories on the chronology and interpretation,
while exploring the landscape setting of the decorated
panels. Highly illustrated throughout, beautiful
photographs and scientific tracings of the rock art accompany the text.

PB | ISBN 9781789692860 | 2019 | £58.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692877 | 2019 | £16.00 / £58.00

Taming the Great Desert: Adam in the
Prehistory of Oman by Guillaume Gernez
and Jessica Giraud. AHO 3
210x297mm; 146pp; 106 figures (col. thr/o).

This volume is a tribute to the career of Professor
Mirjo Salvini on the occasion his 80th birthday, composed of 62 papers
written by his colleagues and students. The majority of contributions deal
with research in the fields of Urartian and Hittite Studies, the topics that
attracted Prof. Salvini most during his long and fruitful career.

This is the first monograph to present research at the
Adam oasis, located at the margins of the Rub Al-Khali
desert, Oman. Major periods are described, with evidence
of Palaeolithic occupation, Neolithic settlements, Early and Middle Bronze
Age necropolises, and Iron Age ritual sites. An ethnographic study of
traditional water sharing is included.

PDF | ISBN 9781784919443 | 2019 | £16.00 / £80.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691818 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

PB | ISBN 9781784919436 | 2019 | £80.00

‘Isaac went out to the field’ Studies in
Archaeology and Ancient Cultures in Honor of
Isaac Gilead ed. Haim Goldfus et al.

205x290mm; 424pp; illus. thr/o in b/w with 6 col. plates.
‘Isaac went out to the field’ (Genesis 24:63) presents 28
articles honouring Professor Isaac Gilead on his 71st
birthday. Papers on prehistoric and proto-historic
archaeology reflect the focus of the honoree’s teaching and research, while
other subjects including Biblical and Near Eastern studies explore Gilead’s
other areas of interest.

PB | ISBN 9781784918293 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781784918309 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Why Did Ancient States Collapse? The
Dysfunctional State by Malcolm Levitt
203x276mm; 56pp.

PB | ISBN 9781789691801 | 2019 | £30.00

Magan – The Land of Copper
Prehistoric Metallurgy of Oman
by Claudio Giardino. AHO 2

210x297mm; 200pp; 150 figures, 14 tables (col. thr/o).

This volume describes the geography and environments
of Oman, its rich copper ore deposits and the ancient
mining and smelting techniques, and it also includes
an overview of the physical properties of the different metals exploited in
antiquity and of the analytical techniques used in archaeometallurgy.

PB | ISBN 9781789691788 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691795 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

Dhofar Through the Ages An Ecological,
Archaeological and Historical Landscape
by Lynne S. Newton et al. AHO 1
210x297mm; 148pp; 61 figures, 47 tables (col. thr/o).

Rooted in agriculture, sedentism and population growth,
ancient states were fragile and prone to collapse. There
is an ongoing debate about the importance, nature
and even existence of state-wide collapse. This book
investigates why ancient states collapsed and examines to what extent
inequality contributed to their downfall.

Dhofar, the southern governorate of Oman, lies within a
distinctive ecological zone due to the summer Southwest
Monsoon. Archaeological surveys and excavations in the
governorate, beginning in 1954, have brought to light Dhofar’s ancient past
stretching back to the Lower Paleolithic ca. 1.5 my BP.

PDF | ISBN 9781789693034 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

PDF | ISBN 9781789691610 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

PB | ISBN 9781789693027 | 2019 | £18.00
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PB | ISBN 9781789691603 | 2019 | £35.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

Taymāʾ I: Archaeological Exploration,
Palaeoenvironment, Cultural Contacts
ed. Arnulf Hausleiter et al. Taymāʾ:

Multidisciplinary Series on the Results of the SaudiGerman Archaeological Project 1
210x297mm; 278pp; illus. thr/o (66 col. plates)

This is the first of a series of books reporting on a SaudiGerman archaeological project at Taymā’; the current archaeological
exploration of the oasis is contextualised with previous and ongoing
research within the region, while offering a first overview of the settlement
history of the site, possibly starting more than 6000 years ago.

HB | ISBN 9781789690439 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690446 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian
Studies Volume 49 2019 Papers from
the fifty-second meeting of the Seminar for
Arabian Studies held at the British Museum,
London, 3 to 5 August 2018
ed. Daniel Eddisford. PSAS 49

206x255mm; 324pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w (118 col. pages).

Humanities studies on the Arabian Peninsular including anthropology,
archaeology, architecture, art, epigraphy, ethnography, history, language,
linguistics, literature, numismatics, theology, and more, from the earliest
times to the present day or, in the fields of political and social history, to
around the end of the Ottoman Empire.

PB | ISBN 9781789692303 | 2019 | £69.00

PDF | 2019 | £16.00 / £69.00
SEE JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION ON PAGE 2

Arab Settlements: Tribal structures and
spatial organizations in the Middle East
between Hellenistic and Early Islamic
periods by Nicolò Pini
203x276mm; 270pp; 88 figures, 13 plates.

How can the built environment help in the understanding
of social and economic changes involving ancient local
communities? Arab Settlements aims to shed light on the degree to which economic
and political changes affected social and identity patterns in the regional context
from the Nabatean through to the Umayyad and Abbasid periods.

PB | ISBN 9781789693614 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693621 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

ANCIENT GREECE
Ephyra-Epirus: The Mycenaean Acropolis
Results of the Excavations 1975-1986 and 2007-2008
ed. Thanasis J. Papadopoulos et al.

205x290mm; 300pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w. Not yet published.
This volume presents the results of the 1975-1986 and 2007-2008 excavations
on the prehistoric-Mycenaean acropolis of Ephyra, one of the most
important Bronze Age sites of Epirus. Ephyra is a small coastal fortified site
in the region of the lower Acheron valley, and it has produced impressive
and, in some cases, unique Bronze Age remains.

PB | ISBN 9781789693713 | 2020 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693720 | 2020 | £16.00 / £55.00

Listening to the Stones: Essays on
Architecture and Function in Ancient
Greek Sanctuaries in Honour of Richard
Alan Tomlinson ed. Elena C. Partida and
Barbara Schmidt-Dounas
205x290mm; 280pp; illus. thr/o (45 col. pages)

This book presents a range of topics, conveying the broad scope of
Richard Tomlinson’s archaeological quests and echoing his own research
methodologies; it is is a token of appreciation for a British professor of
archaeology, who spread knowledge of the Greek civilization, manifesting
the brilliant spirit of the versatile ancient Greek builders.

PB | ISBN 9781789690873 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690880 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

Greek Art in Motion: Studies in honour
of Sir John Boardman on the occasion
of his 90th Birthday ed. Rui Morais et al.
205x290mm; 518pp; illus. thr/o (230 col. plates)

Over 50 papers, first presented at the international
congress ‘Greek Art in Motion’ (Lisbon, 2017) in honour
of Sir John Boardman’s 90th Birthday, are collected
here under the following headings: Sculpture, Architecture, Terracotta &
Metal, Greek Pottery, Coins, Greek History & Archaeology, Greeks Overseas,
Reception & Collecting, Art & Myth.

PB | ISBN 9781789690231 | 2019 | £75.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690248 | 2019 | £16.00 / £75.00

Archaic and Classical Harbours of the
Greek World The Aegean and Eastern Ionian
contexts by Chiara Maria Mauro
205x290mm; 128pp; 55 figures (5 col. plates)

A study of the archaeology and history of ancient
harbours, with particular focus on the Greek world
during the Archaic and Classical eras. It questions what
locations were the most propitious for the installation of harbours; what
kinds of harbour-works were built and for what purpose; and what harbour
forms were documented.

PB | ISBN 9781789691283 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691290 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

I Nebrodi nell’antichità: Città Culture
Paesaggio by Francesco Collura
205x290mm; 378pp; 384 figures. Italian text.

The Nebrodi mountains, central-northern Sicily, have
long remained archeologically unexplored. This volume
hopes to increase the knowledge of many aspects of this
part of the island: the meeting between indigenous and
Greek cultures, their coexistence, the types of settlement
and the organization of cities, the trade and the local productions.

PB | ISBN 9781789692648 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692655 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Execution by Styrax in Ancient Thasos
by Anagnostis P. Agelarakis
203x276mm; 52pp; 33 figures, 5 graphs (27 col. plates)

This essay presents a unique forensic / bioarchaeological
investigation of the traumatised remains of an older
male from Thasos, exploring the nature of the executing
weapon reconstructed in bronze, the archaeometry on the
trajectory and factors of speed and force at the deliverance of the deadly strike.

PB | ISBN 9781789692129 | 2019 | £24.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692136 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

KOINON: The International Journal of
Classical Numismatic Studies Volume
II, 2019 ed. Nicholas J. Molinari. KOINON 2

216x279mm; 222pp; illus. thr/o with 88 pages of col.

PB | ISBN 9781789693553 | 2019 | £35 / £50

PDF | 2019 | £25.00 / £65.00
SEE JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION ON PAGE 2

www.archaeopress.com | info@archaeopress.com | t: +44 (0)1865 311914 | f: +44 (0)1865 512231
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MEDITERRANEAN / BLACK SEA IN ANTIQUITY
El instrumental de pesca en el Fretum Gaditanum
(siglos V a.C. - VI d.C.) Análisis tipo-cronológico y
comparativa atlántico-mediterránea
ed. José Manuel Vargas Girón
205x290mm; 200pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w; papers in Spanish and
English. Online catalogue. Not yet published.

The study of fishing tackle is an innovative area of research which is
improving our understanding of one of the most important past economic
activities: fishing. This book analyses fishing tackle in the region known as
Fretum Gaditanum (the Strait of Gibraltar), where over a thousand pieces of
evidence have been inventoried.

PB | ISBN 9781789693850 | 2020 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693867 | 2020 | £16.00 / £35.00

Wonders Lost and Found: A celebration of the
archaeological work of Professor Michael Vickers ed.
Nicholas Viktor Sekunda
205x290mm; 232pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w. Not yet published.

PB | ISBN 9781789693812 | 2020 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693829 | 2020 | £16.00 / £40.00

Settlements and Necropoleis of
the Black Sea and its Hinterland in
Antiquity Select Papers from the Third
International Conference ‘The Black Sea
in Antiquity and Tekkeköy: An Ancient
Settlement on the Southern Black Sea Coast’,
27-29 October 2017, Tekkeköy, Samsun ed.
Gocha R. Tsetskhladze and Sümer Atasoy

205x290mm; 296pp; 299 figures, 13 tables

Papers in this volume cover all shores of the Black Sea and address,
alongside many other topics, the establishment dates of some Greek
Colonies; East Greek transport amphorae; the history of Tekkeköy; the preRoman economy of Myrmekion; Byzantine finds at Komana; glass bracelets
from Samsun Museum; dating the Kavak Bekdemir Mosque in Samsun.

PB | ISBN 9781789692068 | 2019 | £50.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692075 | 2019 | £16.00 / £50.00

Dating Urban Classical Deposits:
Approaches and Problems in Using
Finds to Date Strata by Guido Furlan

205x290mm; 306pp; 153 figures, 6 tables (71 col. pages)

GRECO-ROMAN EGYPT
Kom al-Ahmer – Kom Wasit I
Excavations in the Metelite Nome, Egypt
ed. Mohamed Kenawi
205x290mm; 386pp; 358 figures, 52 tables.

This volume presents the results of the Italian archaeological
mission at Kom al-Ahmer and Kom Wasit, Beheira, Egypt
between 2012 and 2016. It provides details of the survey and
excavation results of the different occupation phases, which
range from the Late Dynastic to the Early Islamic period.

HB | ISBN 9781789692983 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692990 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

Kom al-Ahmer – Kom Wasit II
Coin Finds 2012–2016; Late Roman and Early
Islamic Pottery from Kom al-Ahmer
by Michele Asolati et al.
205x290mm; 354pp

This volume presents over 1070 coins (ca. 310 BC–AD
641) and 1320 examples of Late Roman and Early Islamic
pottery. Kom al-Ahmer and Kom Wasit emerge as centers of an exchange
network involving large-scale trade of raw materials to and from the central
and eastern Mediterranean.

HB | ISBN 9781789693966 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693973 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

Greco-Roman Cities at the Crossroads
of Cultures The 20th Anniversary of PolishEgyptian Conservation Mission Marina elAlamein ed. Grazyna Bakowska-Czerner et al.

205x290mm; 312pp; illus. thr/o (128 col. plates).

Papers present research from different regions ranging
from ancient Mauritania, through Africa, Egypt, Cyprus,
Palestine, Syria, as well as sites in Crimea and Georgia. Topics include:
topography, architecture, interiors and décor, religious syncretism, the
importance of ancient texts, pottery studies and conservation.

PB | ISBN 9781789691481 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691498 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Hellenistic Alexandria: Celebrating 24
Centuries Papers presented at the conference
held on December 13–15 2017 at Acropolis
Museum, Athens ed. Christos S. Zerefos et al.
205x290mm; 322pp; illus. thr/o (56 col. plates)

This book considers the dating of archaeological strata
on the basis of the assemblages recovered from them.
It reviews the present state of archaeological practice
and follows this with a theoretical discussion of the key
concepts involved in the issue of dating deposits.

This proceedings volume includes high-level dialogues
and philosophical discussions between international
experts on Hellenistic Alexandria. The goal was to celebrate the 24 centuries
which have elapsed since its foundation and the beginning of the Library
and the Museum of Alexandria.

PDF | ISBN 9781789692532 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

PDF | ISBN 9781789690675 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

PB | ISBN 9781789692525 | 2019 | £65.00

Uno sguardo su Pisa ellenistica da
piazza del Duomo Lo scavo del saggio D
1985-1988 by Emanuele Taccola

203x276mm; 410pp; 39 figures; 95 plates. Italian text.
Excavations in Pisa carried out between 1985 and 1988
in Piazza del Duomo, close to the Leaning Tower (saggio
D) provided much new data regarding the origins of the
city. This book uses the excavation data to to redefine the role of Pisa in the
Hellenistic period as one of the major trade centres of northern coastal Etruria.

PB | ISBN 9781789694000 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789694017 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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HB | ISBN 9781789690668 | 2019 | £68.00

Macedonia – Alexandria Monumental
Funerary Complexes of the Late Classical and
Hellenistic Age by Dorota Gorzelany
175x245mm; 248pp; 76 Figures

This book explores the influence of Macedonians and
Greeks settling in Alexandria ad Aegyptum on the structural
form of underground tombs, comparing the cist graves,
chamber and rock-cut tombs of Macedonia with the Alexandrian hypogea.

PB | ISBN 9781789691368 | 2019 | £32.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691375 | 2019 | £16.00 / £32.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

ANCIENT ROME

ARCHAEOPRESS ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY (ARA)
Roman and Late Antique Wine Production in the
Eastern Mediterranean A Comparative Archaeological
Study at Antiochia ad Cragum (Turkey) and Delos (Greece)
by Emlyn K. Dodd. ARA #TBC

205x290mm; 250pp. Not yet published..

Wine was an ever-present commodity that permeated the Mediterranean
throughout antiquity. This book analyses the viticulture of two settlements,
Antiochia ad Cragum and Delos, using results stemming from surveys and
excavations to assess their potential integration within the now well-known
agricultural boom of the 5th-7th centuries AD.

PB | ISBN 9781789694024 | 2020 | £36.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789694031 | 2020 | £16.00 / £36.00

Les pratiques funéraires en Pannonie de
l’époque augustéenne à la fin du 3e siècle
Texte et cartes by András Márton. ARA 62

205x290mm; 556pp; 322 figures, 382 maps; French text.

This work aims to give an overview of Roman burial practices
in Pannonia during the Early Roman period through the
study of tomb structure, the selection and treatment of grave
goods and analysis of human remains. It proposes a synthesis
of the published finds to serve as a base for future research in the region.

PB | ISBN 9781789693355 | 2019 | £70.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693362 | 2019 | £16.00 / £70.00

The Busy Periphery: Urban Systems of
the Balkan and Danube Provinces (2nd
– 3rd c. AD) by Damjan Donev. ARA 61
290x205mm; 400pp; 106 figures, 21 tables, 123 maps.

This book reconstructs the urban geography of the
Balkan and Danube provinces during the Severan
dynasty, mapping the variable developments of the
urban network between and within the sub-regions of that part of the
Roman Empire. It examines the role of the town in Roman provincial
society, and the prerequisites for their emergence and prosperity.

PB | ISBN 9781789693492 | 2019 | £54.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693508 | 2019 | £16.00 / £54.00

Maritime-Related Cults in the Coastal
Cities of Philistia during the Roman
Period Legacy and Change
by Simona Rodan. ARA 60
175x245mm; 220pp; 40 figures (26 col. pages).

This study questions the origins and traditions of the
cultic rites practised during Roman times in ‘Peleshet’
(Philistia), located along the southern shores of the Land of Israel.

PB | ISBN 9781789692563 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692570 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

The Beau Street, Bath Hoard
ed. Verity Anthony et al. ARA 59

205x290mm; 338pp; 36 figures; 57 plates (75 col. pages).

Rus Africum IV: La fattoria Bizantina
di Aïn Wassel, Africa Proconsularis
(Alto Tell, Tunisia) Lo scavo stratigrafico e
i materiali ed. Mariette de Vos Raaijmakers
and Barbara Maurina. ARA 58

205x290mm; 460pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w; Italian text.

Aïn Wassel is the only rural site of Africa Proconsularis
which has been excavated using the stratigraphic method and the detailed
results are published in this volume thanks to an archaeological field survey
of the surrounding rural region.

PB | ISBN 9781789691153 | 2019 | £75.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691160 | 2019 | £16.00 / £75.00

NVMINA MAGNA: Roma e il culto dei
Grandi Dei di Samotracia
by Emiliano Cruccas. ARA 56
175x245mm; 158pp; 1 table, 73 figures. Italian text.

This volume underlines the main aspects of the cult of
the Great Gods of Samothrace in light of the influences of
Roman cultural and mythological substratum.

PB | ISBN 9781789690910 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690927 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

La raccolta e la distribuzione dell’acqua
a Ventotene in età romana Ricerche
archeologiche nell’isola di Ventotene 2
by Giovanni Maria De Rossi. ARA 57

205x290mm; 360pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w; Italian text.

This volume, written by the Director of the HistoricalArchaeological museum at Ventotene island, is divided
into two parts: the first examines the topographical and technical problem
of the water supply on the island, which essentially has no springs; the
second analyses the individual components of the water supply system built
by the Romans.

PB | ISBN 9781789691467 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691474 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

Funerary Archaeology and Changing
Identities: Community Practices in
Roman-Period Sardinia
by Mauro Puddu. ARA 55

205x290mm; 194pp; 78 figures, 3 tables (31 col. plates)

This book analyses in detail the funerary evidence from
burial sites in southern and central Sardinia, proposing
an alternative interpretation of the island and of other Roman Provinces
in which local communities played an active and creative role in shaping
back the Roman-world within the specific material and historical conditions
they lived in.

PB | ISBN 9781789690002 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690019 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

Stamps on Terra Sigillata Found in
Excavations of the Theatre of Aptera
by Martha W. Baldwin Bowsky. ARA 54

175x245mm; 214pp; 98 col. figures

The remarkable discovery of the Beau Street Hoard
captured the public imagination and became the focus
for a major scientific investigation and a significant
learning and public engagement programme. This book
provides a thorough and complete publication and analysis of the hoard,
which is one of the largest yet found in a Roman town in Britain.

Aptera yields more stamped fragments of terra sigillata
than any other Cretan city, including Knossos. This
book presents stamped fragments of Italian and eastern
sigillata found in excavations of the Theatre of Aptera
and examines Crete’s strategic position amid crossroads of transit and
exchange as well as integration into the Roman economy.

PDF | ISBN 9781784915957 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692396 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

HB | ISBN 9781784915940 | 2019 | £60.00

PB | ISBN 9781789692389 | 2019 | £38.00

www.archaeopress.com | info@archaeopress.com | t: +44 (0)1865 311914 | f: +44 (0)1865 512231
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Performing the Sacra: Priestly roles
and their organisation in Roman
Britain by Alessandra Esposito. ARA 53

205x290mm; 188pp; 27 figures, 19 tables (21 col. plates)
This book addresses a range of cultural responses to the
Roman conquest of Britain with regard to priestly roles.
The approach is based on current theoretical trends
focussing on dynamics of adaptation, multiculturalism and appropriation,
and discarding a sharp distinction between local and Roman cults.

therapeutic aspects connected to thermo-mineral sites both in Italy and
in the Roman Provinces, as well as cultic issues surrounding health and
healing.

PB | ISBN 9781789690378 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690385 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

The Hypogeum of the Aurelii
A new interpretation as the collegiate tomb of
professional scribae by John Bradley. ARA 50

PB | ISBN 9781789690972 | 2019 | £34.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690989 | 2019 | £16.00 / £34.00

Rethinking the Concept of ‘Healing
Settlements’ Water, Cults, Constructions and
Contexts in the Ancient World
ed. Maddalena Bassani et al. ARA 52

205x290mm; 186pp; illus. thr/o in b/w with 15 col. plates

This volume brings together papers dealing with

205x290mm; 212pp; 4 tables, 136 figures (81 col. plates)

This book examines the frescoes of one of the most
enigmatic funerary monuments of ancient Rome: the
three chambers of the Hypogeum of the Aurelii. This
is the first study in modern times to examine all the
extant images in detail.

PB | ISBN 9781789690477 | 2019 | £38.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690484 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

PLACE A STANDING ORDER FOR THE ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY
SERIES AND SAVE 20% ON ALL FUTURE VOLUMES
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51

Rural Cult Centres in the Hauran: Part of the broader network of
the Near East (100 BC–AD 300) by Francesca Mazzilli. (2018)

9781784919542

£32.00

9781784919559

£16.00 / £32.00

49

Sanctuaries in Roman Dacia by Csaba Szabo. (2018)

9781789690811

£40.00

9781789690828

£16.00 / £40.00

48

The Function of the Roman Army in Southern Arabia Petraea
by Mariana Castro. (2018)

9781784919528

£40.00

9781784919535

£16.00 / £40.00

47

Pottery Production, Landscape and Economy of Roman Dalmatia
ed. Goranka Lipovac Vrkljan et al. (2018)

9781789690729

£30.00

9781789690736

£16.00 / £30.00

46

Die Bleifunde der römisch-republikanischen Anlage von Sanisera,
Menorca by Regine Müller. (2018)

9781784919887

£38.00

9781784919894

£16.00 / £38.00

45

Roman Funerary Monuments of South-Western Pannonia in their
Material, Social, and Religious Context by Branka Migotti et al. (2018)

9781789690217

£50.00

9781789690224

£16.00 / £50.00

44

Introduzione alle antichità di Ventotene
ed. Giovanni Maria De Rossi et al. (2018)

9781789690170

£32.00

9781789690187

£16.00 / £32.00

43

The Roman Pottery Manufacturing Site in Highgate Wood:
Excavations 1966-78 by A. E. Brown et al. (2018)

9781784919788

£60.00

9781784919795

FREE
DOWNLOAD

42

Verres incolores de L’antiquité romaine en Gaule et aux marges de
la Gaule by Danièle Foy et al. (2018)

9781784918972

£130.00

9781784918989

£16.00 /
£130.00

41

Wealthy or Not in a Time of Turmoil? The Roman Imperial Hoard
from Gruia in Roman Dacia (Romania) by Cristian Gazdac et al. (2018)

9781784918477

£30.00

9781784918484

£16.00 / £30.00

40

Hercules’ Sanctuary in the Quarter of St Theodore, Pula
by Alka Starac. (2018)

9781784918736

£32.00

9781784918743

£16.00 / £32.00

39

Estudios sobre el África romana ed. Fabiola Salcedo Garcés et al. (2018)

9781784919078

£44.00

9781784919085

£16.00 / £44.00

38

The Roman Bridge between Dolni Vadin (Bulgaria) and Grojdibodu
(Romania) by Dorel Bondoc. (2018)

9781784918071

£30.00

9781784918071

£16.00 / £30.00

37

Social Interactions and Status Markers in the Roman World
ed. George Cupcea et al. (2018)

9781784917487

£30.00

9781784917494

£16.00 / £30.00

36

Augustus: From Republic to Empire
ed. Grazyna Bakowska-Czerner et al. (2018)

9781784917807

£34.00

9781784917814

£16.00 / £34.00

35

Great Waterworks in Roman Greece
ed. Georgia A. Aristodemou et al. (2018)

9781784917647

£35.00

9781784917654

£16.00 / £35.00

34

Il complesso monumentale di Baitokaike (Hoson Sulaiman – Siria)
by Tarek Ahmad. (2018)

9781784917746

£26.00

9781784917753

£16.00 / £26.00

33

Durovigutum: Roman Godmanchester by H. J. M. Green et al. (2018)

9781784917500

£50.00

9781784917517

£16.00 / £50.00

32

Worlds Apart Trading Together: The organisation of long-distance
trade between Rome and India in Antiquity
by Kasper Grønlund Evers. (2017)

9781784917425

£30.00

9781784917432

£16.00 / £30.00
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31

Latrinae: Roman Toilets in the Northwestern Provinces of the Roman
Empire ed. Stefanie Hoss. (2018)

9781784917258

£35.00

9781784917265

£16.00 / £35.00

30

Immagini del tempo degli dei, immagini del tempo degli uomini by
Ciro Parodo. (2017)

9781784917340

£42.00

9781784917357

£16.00 / £42.00

29

La ceca de Ilduro by Alejandro G. Sinner. (2017)

9781784917234

£38.00

9781784917241

£16.00 / £38.00

28

Die Ausrüstung der römischen Armee auf der Siegessäule des
Marcus Aurelius in Rom by Boris Alexander Nikolaus Burandt. (2017)

9781784916930

£45.00

9781784916947

£16.00 / £45.00

27

Glassware and Glassworking in Thessaloniki by A. Ch. Antonaras.
(2017)

9781784916794

£50.00

9781784916800

£16.00 / £50.00

26

L’artisanat dans les cites antiques de l’Algérie by Touatia Amraoui.
(2017)

9781784916671

£50.00

9781784916688

£16.00 / £50.00

25

Roman Frontier Studies 2009 ed. Nick Hodgson et al. (2017)

9781784915902

£90.00

9781784915919

£16.00 / £90.00

24

Birds, Beasts and Burials: A study of the human-animal relationship
in Romano-British St. Albans by Brittany Elayne Hill. (2017)

9781784915964

£30.00

9781784915971

£16.00 / £30.00

23

‘Poedicvlorvm oppida’ by Custode Silvio Fioriello. (2017)

9781784915926

£38.00

9781784915933

£16.00 / £38.00

22

Ländliche Siedlungsstrukturen im römischen Spanien by Jan
Schneider. (2017)

9781784915544

£35.00

9781784915551

£16.00 / £35.00

21

La Cerámica Común romana en la Bahía Gaditana en Época romana
ed. Lourdes Girón Anguiozar. (2017)

9781784915360

£80.00

9781784915377

£16.00 / £80.00

20

Amphorae from the Kops Plateau (Nijmegen) ed. Cèsar Carreras et
al. (2017)

9781784915421

£65.00

9781784915438

£16.00 / £65.00

19

The Nature and Origin of the Cult of Silvanus in the Roman
Provinces of Dalmatia and Pannonia by Ljubica Perinic. (2017)

9781784915124

£32.00

9781784915131

£16.00 / £32.00

18

An Urban Geography of the Roman World, 100 BC to AD 300 by J. W.
Hanson. (2016)

9781784914721

£65.00

9781784914738

£16.00 / £65.00

17

The Small Finds and Vessel Glass from Insula VI.1 Pompeii:
Excavations 1995-2006 by H.E.M. Cool. (2016)

9781784914523

£50.00

9781784914530

£16.00 / £50.00

16

L’artisanat de l’os À l’époque Gallo-Romaine by Marc Barbier. (2016)

9781784914219

£35.00

9781784914226

£16.00 / £35.00

15

Moneda Antigua y Vías Romanas en el Noroeste de Hispania by M.
Isabel Vila Franco. (2016)

9781784913991

£75.00

9781784914004

£16.00 / £75.00

14

Inter Moesos et Thraces by Agnieszka Tomas. (2016)

9781784913694

£40.00

9781784913700

£16.00 / £40.00

13

Diseños geométricos en los mosaicos del Conventus Astigitanus by
Sebastián Vargas Vázquez. (2016)

9781784912734

£60.00

9781784912741

£16.00 / £60.00

12

Late Roman Handmade Grog-Tempered Ware Producing Industries
in South East Britain by Malcolm Lyne. (2016)

9781784912376

£35.00

9781784912383

£16.00 / £35.00

11

La implantación del culto imperial de la provincia en Hispania by
Marta González Herrero. (2015)

9781784911768

£30.00

9781784911775

£16.00 / £30.00

10

Die Römische Villa als Indikator provinzialer Wirtschafts- und
Gesellschaftsstrukturen by Mareike Rind. (2015)

9781784911683

£45.00

9781784911690

£16.00 / £45.00

9

A Study of the Deposition and Distribution of Copper Alloy Vessels
in Roman Britain by Jason Lundock. (2015)

9781784911805

£38.00

9781784911812

£16.00 / £38.00

8

Romans, Rubbish, and Refuse by Charlene Alexandria Murphy. (2015)

9781784911157

£29.00

9781784911164

£16.00 / £29.00

7

I vetri del Museo archeologico di Tripoli by Sofia Cingolani. (2014)

9781784910945

£33.00

9781784910952

£16.00 / £33.00

6

Egyptian Cultural Identity in the Architecture of Roman Egypt (30
BC-AD 325) by Youssri Ezzat Hussein Abdelwahed. (2015)

9781784910648

£37.00

9781784910655

£16.00 / £37.00

5

The Early and Late Roman Rural Cemetery at Nemesbod (Vas
County, Hungary) ed. Gábor Ilon et al. (2015)

9781784910488

£34.00

9781784910495

£16.00 / £34.00

4

La difusión comercial de las ánforas vinarias de Hispania CiteriorTarraconensis (s. I a.C. – I. d.C.) ed. Verònica Martínez Ferreras. (2015)

9781784910624

£40.00

9781784910631

£16.00 / £40.00

3

Diana Umbronensis a Scoglietto ed. Alessandro Sebastiani et al. (2015)

9781784910525

£50.00

9781784910532

£16.00 / £50.00

2

The Arverni and Roman Wine by Matthew Loughton. (2014)

9781784910426

£77.00

9781784910433

£16.00 / £77.00

1

Römisches Zaumzeug aus Pompeji, Herculaneum und Stabiae by
Christina Simon. (2014)

9781784910341

£36.00

9781784910358

£16.00 / £36.00

Culture and Society at Lullingstone
Roman Villa by Caroline K. Mackenzie

Imágenes, lengua y creencias en
Lusitania romana
ed. Jorge Tomás García and Vanessa Del Prete

205x255mm; 62pp; 40 figures (col. thr/o)

203x276mm; 276pp; illus. thr/o (51 col. pages); Spanish text.

Richly illustrated and clearly written, Culture and Society
at Lullingstone Roman Villa articulates a thoughtful and
original approach to this remarkable site. It presents
extensive scholarly research in an accessible manner and
is recommended reading for academics and enthusiasts alike.

western Spain).

PDF | ISBN 9781789692914 | 2019 | £16.00 / £14.99

PDF | ISBN 9781789692952 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

PB | ISBN 9781789692907 | 2019 | £14.99

Hadrian’s Wall: A study in
archaeological exploration and
interpretation The Rhind Lectures 2019 by
David J. Breeze

175x245mm; 204pp; 125 figures, 4 tables (79 col. plates)
Based on the annual Rhind Lectures delivered in May
2019, David J. Breeze presents six papers on Hadrian’s
Wall. He first considers the historiographical background before examining
specific aspects: its purpose and operation; its later history; and life on and
around the Wall. Finally, he considers the Wall today and some aspects of
its future.

PB | ISBN 9781789691672 | 2019 | £19.99

PDF | ISBN 9781789691689 | 2019 | £16.00 / £19.99

Pottery from Roman Malta
by Maxine Anastasi et al.

Malta Archaeological Review Supplement Series 1
205x290mm; 188pp; 87 figures, 7 tables

A comprehensive study of Maltese pottery forms from
key stratified deposits spanning the 1st century BC to
mid-4th century AD. Ceramic material is analysed and
quantified in a bid to understand Maltese pottery production during the
Roman period, and trace the type and volume of ceramic-borne goods that
were circulating the central Mediterranean.

PB | ISBN 9781789693294 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693300 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

From Hispalis to Ishbiliyya The Ancient
Port of Seville, from the Roman Empire to the
End of the Islamic Period (45 BC - AD 1248)
ed. Carlos Cabrera Tejedor

205x290mm; 242pp; 170 figures, 5 tables (92 col. plates)
This monograph focuses on the history and development
of the topography, layout, and facilities of the ancient
port of Seville, located in the lower Guadalquivir River Basin, between the
1st century BC and the 13th century AD. Until now, despite its commercial
importance, little has been known about the port’s exact position, layout
and facilities.

PB | ISBN 9781789690583 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690590 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

Porti e approdi fluviali in Italia
peninsulare: dall’età romana all’anno
mille by Alessandro Luciano

The papers in this volume consider the visual, linguistic
and religious culture of the Roman province of Lusitania
(modern Portugal, south of the Douro river, and part of

PB | ISBN 9781789692945 | 2019 | £48.00

ROMAN AND LATE ANTIQUE MEDITERRANEAN
POTTERY (RLAMP)

Ceramics and Atlantic Connections: Late Roman and
Early Medieval Imported Pottery on the Atlantic
Seaboard Proceedings of an International Symposium at
Newcastle University, March 2014
ed. Maria Duggan et al. RLAMP 15
210x297mm; 150pp. Not yet published.

Papers focus on the pottery of Mediterranean origin imported into the
Atlantic, as well as ceramics of Atlantic production which had widespread
distribution. They examine chronologies and relative distributions, and
consider the composition of key Atlantic assemblages, revealing new
insights into the networks of exchange between c. 400-700 AD.

PB | ISBN 9781789693379 | 2020 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693386 | 2020 | £16.00 / £30.00

Scambi e commerci in area vesuviana
I dati delle anfore dai saggi stratigrafici I.E.
(Impianto Elettrico) 1980-81 nel Foro di Pompei
ed. Darío Bernal-Casasola and Daniela
Cottica. RLAMP 14
210x297mm; 360pp; 79 figures; 71 plates (87 col. pages);
papers in English, Italian, and Spanish.

This monograph includes the study of nearly 500 amphorae recovered
during the pioneering stratigraphic excavations carried out in 1980-1981 at
the Forum of Pompeii. The work represents the first Pompeian monograph
dedicated exclusively to the amphoric evidence discovered at the city
buried by the eruption of Vesuvius.

PB | ISBN 9781789693232 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693249 | 2019 | £16.00 / £55.00

The Ovoid Amphorae in the Central and
Western Mediterranean Between the last
two centuries of the Republic and the early
days of the Roman Empire ed. Enrique García
Vargas et al. RLAMP 13
210x297mm; 430pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w (65 col.
pages); papers in English and Spanish.

Based on the proceedings of a workshop held at Seville University in 2015,
this book looks at several series of amphorae created in the Late Republican
Roman period, sharing a generally ovoid shape in their bodies – a group of
material which, until now, has rarely been studied.

PB | ISBN 9781789692969 | 2019 | £65.00

205x290mm; 122pp; 60 figures, b/w thr/o; Italian text.

PDF | ISBN 9781789692976 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

This book analyses the Roman and early medieval
ports of Italy and the building techniques used in their
structures; it displays the elements of continuity and
discontinuity revealed during these centuries.

PLACE A STANDING ORDER FOR THE RLAMP SERIES AND SAVE
20% ON ALL FUTURE VOLUMES

PB | ISBN 9781789692204 | 2019 | £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692211 | 2019 | £16.00 / £25.00
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12

Roman Amphorae in Neuss: Augustan to Julio-Claudian Contexts
ed. Horacio González Cesteros et al. (2018)

9781789690521

£35.00

9781789690538

£16.00 / £35.00

11

Estudios para la configuración de las facies cerámicas
altoimperiales en el Sur de la Península Ibérica
ed. P. Ruiz Montes et al. (2018)

9781784918118

£39.00

9781784918125

£16.00 / £39.00

10

Lusitanian Amphorae: Production and Distribution
ed. Inês Vaz Pinto et al. (2016)

9781784914271

£65.00

9781784914288

£16.00 / £65.00

9

La Céramique du groupe épiscopal d’ARADI/Sidi Jdidi (Tunisie)
by Tomoo Mukai et al. (2016)

9781784912611

£80.00

9781784912628

£16.00 / £80.00

8

La production de la céramique antique dans la région de Salakta et
Ksour Essef (Tunisie) by Jihen Nacef. (2015)

9781784911720

£45.00

9781784911737

£16.00 / £45.00

7

Contextos cerámicos y transformaciones urbanas en Carthago Nova
(s. II-III d.C.) by Alejandro Quevedo. (2015)

9781784910549

£72.00

9781784910556

£16.00 / £72.00

6

Once upon a Time in the East by Philip Bes. (2015)

9781784911201

£40.00

9781784911218

£16.00 / £40.00

5

El comercio tardoantiguo (ss.IV-VII) en el Noroeste peninsular a
través del registro cerámico de la ría de Vigo
by Adolfo Fernández. (2014)

9781905739721

£55.00

9781784910709

£16.00 / £55.00

4

Ánforas vinarias de Hispania Citerior-Tarraconensis (s. I a.C.– I d.C.)
by Verònica Martínez Ferreras. (2014)

9781905739691

£45.00

9781784910693

£16.00 / £45.00

3

Roman Pottery in the Near East: Local Production and Regional
Trade ed. Bettina Fischer-Genz et al. (2014)

9781905739677

£35.00

9781784910686

£16.00 / £35.00

2

The Ancient Mediterranean Trade in Ceramic Building Materials:
A Case Study in Carthage and Beirut by Philip Mills. (2013)

9781905739608

£30.00

9781784910679

£16.00 / £30.00

1

LRFW 1. Late Roman Fine Wares. Solving problems of typology and
chronology ed. Miguel Ángel Cau et al. (2012)

9781905739462

£30.00

9781784910662

£16.00 / £30.00

LATE ANTIQUITY AND BYZANTIUM
Weaving in Stones Garments and Their Accessories in the
Mosaic Art of Eretz Israel in Late Antiquity by Aliza Steinberg
205x290mm; 380pp; 321 figures in col. and b/w. Not yet published.

This book, copiously illustrated throughout, studies the garments and
their accessories worn by some 245 figures represented on approximately
41 mosaic floors (some only partially preserved) that once decorated both
public and private structures within the historical-geographical area of
Eretz Israel in Late Antiquity.

PB | ISBN 9781789693218 | 2020 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693225 | 2020 | £16.00 / £55.00

En Sofía mathitéfsantes: Essays in
Byzantine Material Culture and Society
in Honour of Sophia Kalopissi-Verti
ed. Charikleia Diamanti et al.
205x290mm; 454pp. Not yet published.

The 30 studies presented here are dedicated to Sophia
Kalopissi-Verti, Emerita of Byzantine Archaeology at the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens. They cover a large variety
of topics presenting unpublished archaeological material, suggesting new
approaches to various aspects of Byzantine archaeology, material culture
and art history.

PB | ISBN 9781789692624 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692631 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Although the Mediterranean is the home of classicism, it has seen the
implementation of projects of this new kind, and in regions of Spain and
Italy, after some delay, the proliferation of landscape archaeology studies.

PB | ISBN 9781789691900 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691917 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

Glass, Wax and Metal: Lighting
Technologies in Late Antique,
Byzantine and Medieval Times
ed. Ioannis Motsianos and Karen S. Garnett
205x290mm; 266pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This volume provides an extensive look at the
technological development of lighting and lighting
devices during Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages in Western Europe and
Byzantium. 29 papers are gathered from two International Lychnological
Association (ILA) Round Tables held in Olten, Switzerland (2007) and
Thessaloniki, Greece (2011).

PB | ISBN 9781789692167 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692174 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00

Ceramics in Transition: Production
and Exchange of Late ByzantineEarly Islamic Pottery in Southern
Transjordan and the Negev
by Elisabeth Holmqvist

205x290mm; 206pp; 61 figures, 4 tables + illus. appendices

Mediterranean Landscapes in Post
Antiquity New frontiers and new
perspectives
ed. Sauro Gelichi and Lauro Olmo-Enciso

This book focuses on the utilitarian ceramic traditions
during the socio-political transition from the late Byzantine into the
early Islamic Umayyad and ‘Abbasid periods, in southern Transjordan and
the Negev. Production clusters, manufacturing techniques, distribution
patterns, and material links between communities are analysed.

The study of landscape has in recent years been a field for
considerable analytical archaeological experimentation.

PDF | ISBN 9781789692259 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

205x290mm; 208pp.

PB | ISBN 9781789692242 | 2019 | £35.00
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The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Text and Archaeology by Justin L. Kelley
175x245mm; 342pp; 47 figures, 1 table (b/w thr/o).

This book studies the archaeological record of the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, surveying past excavations as well
as recent research carried out within the church over the
past three decades. An archaeological survey provides
historical context for the second part of the book—a
collection of primary sources pertinent to the history of the church.

PB | ISBN 9781789690569 | 2019 | £48.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690576 | 2019 | £16.00 / £48.00

Tanbûr Long-Necked Lutes along the
Silk Road and beyond by Hans de Zeeuw
205x290mm; 206pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This book is divided into two main parts: ‘The Tanbûr
Tradition’ discusses the origin, history, construction
and playing techniques of tanbûrs; ‘The Tanbûr Family’
focusses on long-necked lutes as a family of musical
instruments. After a short introduction, the construction,
playing technique, and musical traditions are discussed.

PB | ISBN 9781789691696 | 2019 | £40.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691702 | 2019 | £16.00 / £40.00

De la provincia Celtiberia a la qura de
Santabariyya Arqueología de la Antigüedad
tardía en la provincia de Cuenca (siglos V-VIII
d.C.) by Rafael Barroso Cabrera
205x290mm; 578pp; 174 figures, 5 tables, 2 maps, 80
plates (b/w thr/o); Spanish text.

This volume presents a historical and archaeological
study of the province of Cuenca in Late Antiquity. The study concludes
with an examination of the archaeological collection from the province,
which has been divided into three large groups: monumental sculpture and
epigraphic items, ceramic productions and metalwork arts.

PB | ISBN 9781789690644 | 2019 | £75.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690651 | 2019 | £16.00 / £75.00

Mobile Peoples – Permanent Places
Nomadic Landscapes and Stone Architecture
from the Hellenistic to Early Islamic Periods in
North-Eastern Jordan by Harmen O. Huigens
203x276mm; 270pp; 183 figures, 25 tables

This study explores the relationship between nomadic
communities in the Black Desert of north-eastern
Jordan (c. 300 BC and 900 AD) and the landscapes they inhabited and
extensively modified. This book focuses on the architectural features
created in the landscape some 2000 years ago which were used and
revisited on multiple occasions.

PB | ISBN 9781789693133 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693140 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

RACTA 2018 Ricerche di Archeologia
Cristiana, Tardantichità e Altomedioevo ed.
Chiara Cecalupo et al.
203x276mm; 248pp; illus. thr/o in b/w with 20 col.
plates; Italian text.

This volume presents the proceedings from RACTA
(Ricerche di Archeologia Cristiana, Tardantichità e
Altomedioevo). Hosted by Pontificio Istituto di Archeologia, Rome in
February 2018, RACTA was the first international conference for PhD
students of Christian Archaeology.

PB | ISBN 9781789691740 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691757 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

18

EARLY MEDIEVAL / MEDIEVAL
Great Cloister: A Lost Canterbury Tale A
history of the Canterbury Cloister, constructed
1408-14, with some account of the donors and
their coats of arms by Paul A. Fox

205x290mm; 700pp; 759 illus., full col. thr/o

A new study of the heraldry, genealogy and history
of the Canterbury Cathedral cloister, this book is the
first comprehensive study of this monument ever undertaken. It provides
a detailed chronology and details on the 856 heraldic shields, badges and
devices, representing some 365 families, principalities, religious foundations
and individuals.

PB | ISBN 9781789693317 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693324 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

The Role of Anglo-Saxon Great Hall Complexes in
Kingdom Formation, in Comparison and in Context
AD 500-750 by Adam McBride
205x290mm; 370pp; 228 figures. Not yet published.

This book explores the role of great hall complexes in kingdom formation
through an expansive and ambitious study, incorporating new fieldwork,
new quantitative methodologies and new theoretical models for the
emergence of high-status settlements and the formation and consolidation
of supra-regional socio-political units.

PB | ISBN 9781789693874 | 2020 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693881 | 2020 | £16.00 / £55.00

Bridge of Civilizations The Near East and
Europe c. 1100–1300 ed. Peter Edbury et al.
176x250mm; 368pp; 171 figures, 10 maps.

This volume considers the links and contrasts between
Europe and the areas around the eastern Mediterranean
that were visited and occupied by western crusaders
and settlers in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
giving special attention to the evidence provided by
archaeology and material culture, as well as historical sources.

HB | ISBN 9781789693270 | 2019 | £65.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693287 | 2019 | £16.00 / £65.00

Early Medieval Settlement in Upland
Perthshire Excavations at Lair, Glen Shee
2012-17 by David Strachan et al.

205x290mm; 202pp; 85 figures; 18 tables (63 col. pages).
Excavation of seven turf buildings at Lair in Glen Shee
confirms the introduction of Pitcarmick buildings to
the hills of north-east Perth and Kinross in the early
7th century AD. Clusters of these at Lair, and elsewhere in the hills, are
interpreted as integrated, spatially organised farm complexes comprising
byre-houses and outbuildings.

HB | ISBN 9781789693157 | 2019 | £29.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693164 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

The Archaeology of Medieval Villages
Currently Inhabited in Europe
ed. Jesús Fernández Fernández et al.

205x290mm; 132pp; 40 figures, 7 tables (19 col. pages).
Archaeological interventions in European rural
settlements have largely focussed on villages abandoned
during the last millennium. Most hamlets and villages
of medieval origin remain inhabited, however, and excavations have been
scarce. This book details excavations of inhabited sites in the UK, the
Netherlands, France, Scandinavia and Spain.

PB | ISBN 9781789693003 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693010 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

The Lost Abbey of Eynsham
by Steve Parrinder

175x245mm; 310pp; Number of Illustrations.
Eynsham was one of the few religious foundations in
England in continuous use from the late Saxon period to
the Dissolution. This book aims to rescue this important
abbey from obscurity by summarising its history and
examining its material remains, most of which have
never been published before.

PB | ISBN 9781789692501 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692518 | 2019 | £16.00 / £45.00

The Pioneer Burial: A high-status
Anglian warrior burial from Wollaston
Northamptonshire by Ian Meadows
205x290mm; 82pp; 56 illustrations (27 col. plates)

Excavations at Wollaston Quarry, near Wellingborough,
uncovered a single late 7th century grave, the Pioneer
burial. The burial contained artefacts indicative of very
high status, with the early to middle Saxon helmet being at the time only the
fourth to have been recovered from a burial in England.

PB | ISBN 9781789691191 | 2019 | £24.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691207 | 2019 | £16.00 / £24.00

Profane Death in Burial Practices of a
Pre-Industrial Society A study from Silesia
by Pawel Duma
205x290mm; 134pp; 6 tables, 66 figures (31 col. plates)

This book discusses phenomena characteristic of the
funerary practices of the pre-industrial society of Silesia
(Poland). The author explores specific groups of people
and the places they were interred, supplementing the study with analysis
of the results of archaeological research, which mainly involved fieldwork
carried out at former execution sites.

PB | ISBN 9781789690897 | 2019 | £28.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690903 | 2019 | £16.00 / £28.00

Identifying Brúnanburh: ón dyngesmere –
the sea of noise by John R. Kirby
203x276mm; 50pp; illus. thr/o (13 col. plates).

In this study the author uses topographic references
found in the manuscript of the poem ‘Brúnanburh’ to
try and locate the ‘site’ of this momentous battle. The
first references were maritime then latterly landscape
leading to field-names which have a more stable base than the constantly
changing place-names.

PB | ISBN 9781789691078 | 2019 | £20.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691085 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Egil’s Saga: Traditional evidence for
Brúnanburh compared to Literary,
Historic and Archaeological Analyses
by John R. Kirby
203x276mm; 62pp; illus. thr/o (13 col. plates).

Was Egil’s Saga ‘written’ by Snorri Sturluson or by more
than one person? Was it embellished by Snorri or others?
Where did the Brúnanburh traditions come from? Is it accurate enough to
be used as a historic source – a factual reference? This study aims to identify
the incongruities within this saga demonstrating a correct analysis.

PB | ISBN 9781789691092 | 2019 | £22.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691108 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Anglo-Saxon Crops and Weeds: A Case
Study in Quantitative Archaeobotany
by Mark McKerracher

203x276mm; 218pp; 53 figures, 33 tables (4 col. plates)
Farming
practices
underwent
momentous
transformations in the Mid Saxon period, between
the 7th and 9th centuries AD. This study applies a
standardised set of repeatable quantitative analyses to the charred
remains of Anglo-Saxon crops and weeds, to shed light on crucial
developments in crop husbandry between the 7th and 9th centuries.

PB | ISBN 9781789691924 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691931 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

POST-MEDIEVAL
The Buckley Potteries: Recent Research
and Excavation by Nigel Jones

205x290mm; 136pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

A regional pottery industry flourished in Buckley,
Flintshire, from the medieval period to the mid20th century. This book, based on recent research
and excavations, identifies over 30 production sites.
It considers the factors that influenced siting and
development, how it changed through time and the reasons for its
eventual demise.

PB | ISBN 9781789692228 | 2019 | £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692235 | 2019 | £16.00 / £25.00

Conflict Landscapes: An Archaeology
of the International Brigades in the
Spanish Civil War by Salvatore Garfi
205x290mm; 156pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This volume is an archaeological exploration of the
conflict landscapes encountered by volunteers of the
International Brigades in the Spanish Civil War (1936-39).
This research draws, not only on the techniques of landscape archaeology,
but also on the writings of international volunteers in Spain – in particular,
George Orwell.

PB | ISBN 9781789691344 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691351 | 2019 | £16.00 / £35.00

Europa Postmediaevalis 2018 Postmedieval pottery between (its) borders
ed. Gabriela Blazkova and Kristyna Matejkova
210x297mm; 310pp; illus. thr/o in col. and b/w.

This anthology is a collection of works from the Europa
Postmediaevalis conference held in Prague in the spring
of 2018. As the name of the conference suggests, the
subject of interest is the Early Modern period (15th to
18th century) and the manner in which this relatively young discipline in
the field of archaeology is approached in Europe.

PB | ISBN 9781789691887 | 2019 | £55.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691894 | 2019 | £16.00 / £55.00

Redonner vie à une collection les terres
cuites communes du fort La Tour by Julie Toupin

203x276mm; 248pp; 19 tables, 1 graph, 13 figures; French text.
Research on common earthenware from the early 17th
century is scarce. This study seeks to bring back to life
the ceramics, inhabitants and site where the objects were
used. The collection includes 1602 fragments from 277
common earthenware objects coming from the period of occupation of Fort
La Tour (1631-1645) in Portland Point, New Brunswick.

PB | ISBN 9781789693836 | 2019 | £54.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693843 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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AFRICA

Arqueología funeraria y paleopatología
de la población religiosa de Jerez
en época moderna: una primera
aproximación by Gonzalo Castro Moreno

CAMBRIDGE MONOGRAPHS IN AFRICAN
ARCHAEOLOGY (CMAA)
Living with Heritage The Case of Tsodilo
World Heritage Site and Neighbouring
Localities by Stella Basinyi. CMAA 99

203x276mm; 378pp; illus. thr/o (272 col. plates); Spanish text.
The main objective of this book has been to open a
line of research into the religious population of the
city of Jerez de la Frontera, in southern Spain, during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries – the ‘Modern Age’ - which until now has not been
thoroughly investigated.

PB | ISBN 9781789691429 | 2019 | £95.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691436 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

La defensa de la ciudad de Valencia
1936-1939 Una arqueología de la Guerra Civil
Española by José Peinado Cucarella

203x276mm; 184pp; 15 figures; 19 tables (13 col. pages).
In 2008 several heritage sites in Botswana were opened
for tourism in addition to the Tsodilo World Heritage
Site. Insufficient research was undertaken to understand
how local communities and local cultures respond to these ventures. This
study presents an overview of community transformation and responses to
heritage sites as globalised platforms.

PB | ISBN 9781789693041 | 2019 | £32.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693058 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

203x276mm; 236pp; illus. thr/o (51 col. pages); Spanish text.

A Painted Ridge Rock art and performance
in the Maclear District, Eastern Cape Province,
South Africa by David Mendel Witelson.

This publication presents the defense of the city of
Valencia during the years 1936-1939 under two premises;
whether Valencia was strategically bombed and which
were the targets. The second premise is whether the city was efficiently
organized to protect its civilians.

CMAA 98

276x203mm; 164pp; 39 figures (31 col. pages).

PB | ISBN 9781789692020 | 2019 | £44.00

PB | ISBN 9781789692440 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692037 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

PDF | ISBN 9781789692457 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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97

The Cutting Edge Khoe-San rock-markings at the Gestoptefontein-Driekuil
engraving complex, North West Province, South Africa by Jeremy Charles
Hollmann. (2017)

9781784917036

£60.00

9781784917043

FREE
DOWNLOAD

96

Ceramic manufacturing techniques and cultural traditions in Nubia
from the 8th to the 3rd millennium BC by Giulia D’Ercole. (2017)

9781784916718

£40.00

9781784916725

FREE
DOWNLOAD

95

Le massif de Lovo, sur les traces du royaume de Kongo by Geoffroy
Heimlich. (2017)

9781784916343

£42.00

9781784916350

FREE
DOWNLOAD

94

Eastern Sudan in its Setting by Andrea Manzo. (2017)

9781784915582

£30.00

9781784915599

FREE
DOWNLOAD

93

Archival Theory, Chronology and Interpretation of Rock Art in the
Western Cape, South Africa by Siyakha Mguni. (2016)

9781784914462

£40.00

9781784914479

FREE
DOWNLOAD

92

Reinterpreting chronology and society at the mortuary complex of
Jebel Moya (Sudan) by Jonathan Brass. (2016)

9781784914318

£40.00

9781784914325

FREE
DOWNLOAD

91

Le QSAR, type d’implantation humaine au Sahara: architecture du
Sud Algérien by Mounia Chekhab-Abudaya. (2016)

9781784913472

£50.00

9781784913489

£16.00 / £50.00

The Middle Stone Age of Nigeria in
its West African Context by Philip
Allsworth-Jones
205x290mm; 260pp; 317 figures, 27 tables

A fully up-to-date account of the evidence relating to the
Middle Stone Age in Nigeria and the other countries of
West Africa, based upon the author’s own fieldwork and
extensive personal knowledge of the region and its archaeology.

PB | ISBN 9781789691382 | 2019 | £44.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691399 | 2019 | £16.00 / £44.00

PB | ISBN 9781789691504 | 2019 | £25.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691511 | 2019 | £16.00 / £25.00

SOUTHERN ASIA
The Geography of Gandharan Art
Proceedings of the Second International
Workshop of the Gandhara Connections
Project, University of Oxford, 22nd-23rd March,
2018 ed. Wannaporn Rienjang et al.

Recommendations for best practices in
data acquisition methods for natural
and cultural heritage management of
Moroccan coastal wetlands
ed. Athena Trakadas and Nadia Mhammdi

This second volume of the Gandhara Connections project at Oxford
University’s Classical Art Research Centre aims to pick apart the regional
geography of Gandharan art, presenting new discoveries at particular
sites, textual evidence, and the challenges and opportunities of exploring
Gandhara’s artistic geography.

This book outlines the functional procedures for

PDF | ISBN 9781789691870 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

175x245mm; 102pp; Full col. thr/o. Dual text: English/French.
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conducting scientific coastal marine surveys in the Moroccan context.

203x276mm; 200pp; illus. thr/o (60 col. plates)

PB | ISBN 9781789691863 | 2019 | £38.00

Archaeopress Publishing Ltd, Summertown Pavilion, 18-24 Middle Way, Oxford OX2 7LG, UK

FAR EAST ASIA
The Cultures of Ancient Xinjiang,
Western China: Crossroads of the
Silk Roads ed. Alison V.G. Betts et al.

205x290mm; 218pp; 214 figures.

One of the least known but culturally rich and complex
regions located at the heart of Asia, Xinjiang was a hub
for the Silk Roads, serving international links between
cultures to the west, east, north and south. Trade,
artefacts, foods, technologies, ideas, beliefs, animals and people traversed
the glacier covered mountain and desert boundaries.

PB | ISBN 9781789694062 | 2019 | £38.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789694079 | 2019 | £16.00 / £38.00

Sources of Han Décor Foreign Influence
on the Han Dynasty Chinese Iconography of
Paradise (206 BC-AD 220)
by Sophia-Karin Psarras
175x245mm; 152pp; 4 maps, 69 figures

Using archaeological data to examine the development
of Han dynasty Chinese art (206 BC-AD 220), this book
focusses on the iconography of paradise. Influence from the Chinese Bronze
Age is discussed along with a surprisingly profound debt to Greece, the Near
East and the steppe.

PB | ISBN 9781789693256 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693263 | 2019 | £16.00 / £30.00

Cultural Interactions during the Zhou
period (c. 1000-350 BC)
A study of networks from the Suizao corridor
by Beichen Chen

205x290mm; 152pp; 77 figures, 6 tables (31 col. plates)
This volume concerns the cultural interactions during
the Zhou period of China (c.a. 1000-350 BCE) between
the Suizao corridor (near the present-day Yangtze River region) and
its contemporaries within or outside the Zhou realm. It mainly, but not
exclusively, concentrates on bronze ritual vessels from the Suizao corridor.

PB | ISBN 9781789690545 | 2019 | £28.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690552 | 2019 | £16.00 / £28.00

TephroArchaeology in the North Pacific
ed. Gina L. Barnes and Tsutomu Soda
203x276mm; 350pp; illus. thr/o (92 col. plates)

‘TephroArchaeology’ (from the Japanese, kazanbai
kokogaku – lit. volcanic ash archaeology), refers to a
sub-discipline of archaeology developed in Japan in
the last few decades. This book brings into the Englishspeaking world tephroarchaeological investigations by
archaeologists in Japan whose results are usually only accessible in Japanese.

PB | ISBN 9781789691726 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691733 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

AUSTRALIA, OCEANIA AND THE PACIFIC
The Secret Life of Memorials: Through
the Memory Lens of the Australian
South Sea Islanders by Julie Mitchell

205x290mm; 202pp; 112 figures, 24 tables (col. and b/w
images thr/o).
Focussing on the Australian South Sea Islander minority
community this volume employs a variety of theoretical
arguments in order to contribute a new method for comprehending the
many interleaving aspects of memory spaces, and should be of interest to

heritage professionals, local councils and governing bodies, and members
of the general public.

PB | ISBN 9781789690958 | 2019 | £36.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789690965 | 2019 | £16.00 / £36.00

Yellow Beach 2 after 75 Years The
Archaeology of a WWII Invasion Beach
on Saipan and its Historic Context in the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands by Boyd Dixon et al.

203x276mm; 146pp; 88 figures, 10 tables (50 col. pages)
On June 15, 1944, Afetna Point was called ‘Yellow Beach 2’ by the U.S.
Marines and Army infantry braving Japanese resistance to establish a
beachhead before capturing As Lito airfield in the following days. After 75
years, this book presents archaeological evidence, archival records, and
respected elders’ accounts from WWII.

PB | ISBN 9781789692587 | 2019 | £35.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789692594 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Afetna Point, Saipan: Archaeological
Investigations of a Latte Period
Village and Historic Context in the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands by Boyd Dixon et al.

203x276mm; 202pp; 106 figures, 52 tables (66 col. plates)
Archaeological investigations at the Chamorro village at Afetna Point on
the southwest coast of Saipan yielded Latte Period burials, ceramics, stone
and shell tools, microfossils from food remains, and charcoal from cooking
features dating between A.D. 1450 and 1700.

PB | ISBN 9781789691764 | 2019 | £45.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691771 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

THE AMERICAS
Imágenes y Paisajes: El Arte Rupestre
del Noreste de Catamarca, Argentina
by Eva Amanda Calomino

203x276mm; 282pp; illus. thr/o (136 col. pages); Spanish text.
Northeast of Catamarca, Argentina, there is a set of
shelters and caves located in the rainforest with rock
art with virtually no background. This book presents
a study and systematic analysis of the plastic-thematic-compositional
repertoire of the rock art sites of ‘Los Algarrobales’ and their spatial and
temporal distribution.

PB | ISBN 9781789693911 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693928 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD

Essai bibliographique sur l’archéologie
francophone de la Mésoamérique
Bibliographical essay upon the Frenchspeaking contributions to Mesoamerican
archaeology; Ensayo bibliográfico sobre la
arqueología francófona de Mesoamérica
by Eric Taladoire

203x276mm; 250pp; full text in French, English and Spanish.

This bibliography of contributions in French to Mesoamerican studies aims
to: assess the existing situation; provide the most complete list of references
and draw attention to unknown contributions; evaluate the contribution
of the most recent formations; insist upon the necessary confrontation of
methods and points of view.

PB | ISBN 9781789690996 | 2019 | £30.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691009 | 2019 | FREE DOWNLOAD
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Wari Women from Huarmey
Bioarchaeological Interpretation of Human
Remains from the Wari Elite Mausoleum at
Castillo de Huarmey, Peru
by Wieslaw Wieckowski. APCA 11

Ancient West Mexico in the Mesoamerican Ecumene
by Eduardo Williams. APCA 12

205x290mm; 400pp; 321 figures. Not yet published.

This volume presents a long-overdue synthesis and update on West Mexican
archaeology. Ancient West Mexico has often been portrayed as a ‘marginal’
or ‘underdeveloped’ area of Mesoamerica. This book shows that the
opposite is true and that it played a critical role in the cultural and historical
development of the Mesoamerican ecumene.

PB | ISBN 9781789693539 | 2019 | £60.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789693546 | 2019 | £16.00 / £60.00
VOL.
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9

175x245mm; 166pp; 56 figures (37 col. plates)

Excavations at the Castillo de Huarmey archaeological
site brought to light the first intact burial of female high-elite members
of the Wari culture. This book presents the results of bioarchaeological
analyses performed to date, and focuses on reconstructing the funeral rite
and social status of the deceased.

PB | ISBN 9781789691849 | 2019 | £34.00

PDF | ISBN 9781789691856 | 2019 | £16.00 / £34.00
PRINT ISBN
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EBOOK ISBN
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The Hydraulic System of Uxul by Nicolaus Seefeld (2018)

9781784919290

£90.00

9781784919306

£16.00 / £90.00

8

Recent Investigations in the Puuc Region of Yucatán ed. Meghan
Rubenstein (2017)

9781784915445

£33.00

9781784915452

£16.00 / £33.00

7

Mesoamerican Religions and Archaeology by Aleksandar Boškovic
(2017)

9781784915025

£22.00

9781784915032

£16.00 / £22.00

6

Archaeological Paleography by Joshua D. Englehardt (2016)

9781784912390

£35.00

9781784912406

£16.00 / £35.00

5

Metallurgy in Ancient Ecuador by Roberto Lleras Perez (2015)

9781784911607

£28.00

9781784911614

£16.00 / £28.00

4

Palaces and Courtly Culture in Ancient Mesoamerica
ed. Julie Nehammer Knub et al. (2014)

9781784910501

£31.00

9781784910518

£16.00 / £31.00

3

Rainfed Altepetl by Aurelio López Corral (2014)

9781784910402

£26.00

9781784910419

£16.00 / £26.00

2

Stone Trees Transplanted? Central Mexican Stelae of the Epiclassic
and Early Postclassic and the Question of Maya ‘Influence’
by Keith Jordan (2014)

9781784910105

£35.00

9781784910112

£16.00 / £35.00

1

The Archaeology of Yucatán: New Directions and Data
ed. Travis W. Stanton (2014)

9781784910082

£50.00

9781784910099

£16.00 / £50.00
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